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ABSTRACT

This dissertation studied complex social systems that have large number of individ
uals and compUcated functional relations among individuals. Prisoner's Dilemma
(PD) including Social Dilemmas (SDs) is a type of problem arising from collective
actions in social systems. Previous PD studies have hmitations and are not suitable
for the study of collective actions in complex social systems. The large number of
individuals and the complexity of the models made the development of theoreti
cal, analytical studies impossible. An agent-based computer simulation is used in
this dissertation for investigating A^'-person Prisoner's Dilemma (NPD), and its new
extensions.
My research can be divided into three chapters (three appendixes in this dis
sertation). In the first problem, the classical NPD model is considered, a much
faster algorithm was developed, and the long term behavior of Pavlovian agents is
examined. In this study, the main feature of the classical PD model was kept by
restricting the state space into two possibilities: cooperation and defection. In most
social situations the state space is much more complicated. In the second study,
NPD was introduced with continuous state space. A continuous variable described
the cooperation level of the participating individuals. A stochastic differential equa
tion models state change of individuals. Public media and personal influence were
first introduced in the study of NPD. In the third model, we analyzed the dynamic
process of fund raising for a public radio station. This model is a combination of
the other two models; discrete in the sense that donating or not in a time period is
discrete variable; however the amount the individuals can pledge to the station is a
continuous variable.
In all three models, individual personalities are considered and quantified. Ma
jor personality types that might affect the possible cooperation or defection of the
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agents were captured in the continuous NPD simulation; major motivations that
might affect the probability of pledging at a certain time period and the pledged
amount were captured in the fund raising case. During the computer simulation,
the behavior of each agent and the behavior of the entire society can be monitored.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction
The goal of this dissertation is to analysis complex systems, in which a large number
of individuals make personal decisions, and their actions from the collective action of
the society. Social society has a complex structure and consists of a large number of
interacting individuals. Each individual has its own characteristic, knowledge, and
decision-making ability. As stated in Goldspink (2002), social systems can be seen
as complex systems. A complex system is a system with a large number of interact
ing elements or individuals. It has the fundamental property that the interaction
and relationship among individuals can emerge into macro behavior of the complex
systems, and this social behavior cannot be simply derived from the summation of
individuals' behaviors. Due to the complexity of the systems and nonlinear interac
tions of individuals, traditional analytical mathematical models are not adequate to
model and study the complex social systems. Laboratory experiments are usually
expensive and involve a large number of people. The control of the experiment en
vironments is a very difficult task. The ideal tool to analyze complex social systems
is computer-based simulation.
Computer simulations can be divided into three major types of approaches
(Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999). Two types are macro level simulations: systems
dynamics originate from diflPerential equations and model the social system as a sin
gle entity; microsimulation and queuing models originate from stochastic processes
and analyze existing data. These two types of simulations are used to find the
solutions. As stated in Goldspink (2002):
Turning to the complex character of many social phenomena, the analyti
cal intractability of complex systems clearly renders traditional reductive
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methods of little value. While mathematical and statistical modeling
can assist with the understanding of the macro behavior of such sys
tems these methods are not well suited to understanding the process of
emergence-how micro order gives rise to macro order. Hence they can
aid with description of phenomena but not explanation.
The third type of approach is multi-agent based simulation (Davidsson, 2000;
Davidsson, 2002; Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999; Srbljinovic and Sjunca, 2003). Agentbased social simulations started in the 1990s, and are still growing significantly.
Some major advantages in using agent-based simulation methodology in social sci
ences are: modeling of bottom-up effects, simulating heterogeneous persons with
different characteristics, modeling processes out of equilibria, and simulating agents
with learning capabilities. Most of the agent-based social simulations are used to
study artificial societies (see Epstein and Axtell, 1996) for emergence of groups with
common attributes or social segregation. For example, culture, wealth, common
opinion (Gilbert and Troitzsch, 1999), and agents' negotiating and trading strate
gies are studied. One example of this kind of agent-based simulation is Sugarspace,
in which agents with limited life time have internal states, behavioral rules, and they
interact with the environments. Prices are negotiated between agents for bilateral
welfare.
In the social society, we usually confront Social Dilemmas (SDs) typically arising
in collective actions, which describe situations when there are conflicts between
individual benefits and collective benefits. The importance of SDs lies in that they
display collective action problems and the study of it helps us to better understand
and manage many serious problems the society is facing. Prisoner's Dilemma (PD)
is a typical example of SDs and this is the model which has been examined most
frequently in the literature. As our basic model we selected the PD, therefore we will
be able to compare our model, methodology and results to those obtained by other
researchers. PD also has the advantage that it can be easily extended to study more
complicated phenomena. Classic PD describes the players as self-interested; the
players decide whether to optimize personal payoff in competition with others or to
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work cooperatively for the common goods. The studies of SDs are mainly limited to
the study of group-shared property called the public goods. While some differences
should be noticed between SDs and PD, SDs can be seen as general cases of PD, and
SDs are usually illustrated by the problem of PD. Hence PD is the most intensively
studied model type.There are some other situations, for example. Chicken Game,
Assurance Game, and Tragedy of Commons. However, the first two situations can
be seen as variants of the PD when its payoff matrix changes, while the Tragedy of
Commons is an instance in SDs when players are rational. Hence extension of some
models and methods of PD and SDs can be applied to the analysis of these three
situations.
Both PD and SD are non-zero-sum games in the terms of Game Theory, and
in these situations one player's gain is not the loss of the others. As reported in
(http://www.worldhistory.eom/wiki/N/Non-zero-sum.htm), as the society becomes
more complex, specialized, and interdependent, it becomes increasingly non-zerosum.The application of agent-based simulation in PD and SD is mainly concentrated
in the area of reciprocal altruism in PD (Gotts, et. al., 2003).
This dissertation will only focus on the studies of non-zero-sum social situations:
PD, and a crucial example of SDs-public goods. The following literature review is
mainly focused on various versions of PD, and Public Goods.
1.2 Prisoner's Dilemma
Prisoner's dilemma was first introduced by Albert Tucker in the 1950's when he
presented the unpublished works of his colleague, Merrill Flood. As time passed,
the two-person dilemma game attracted widespread interest in many disciplines
including economics, game theory, biology, and it has evolved into a variety of
versions. The basic form of the two-person prisoner's dilemma game is described in
the form of a payoff matrix shown in Table 1.1.
In this form, both players have only two choices: cooperation or defection. T is
the 'temptation' payoff when the player defects and the other cooperates, R is the
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Table 1.1; Payoff matrix of prisoner's dilemma.

^
Defect
Flayer! „
Cooperate

Player2
Defect Cooperate
{R,R)
(S,T)
{T,S)
{P,P)

'reward' when both cooperate, P is the 'punishment' when both defect, and S is
the 'sucker' payoff when a player cooperates and the other one defects.
The game models a real 'dilemma' by satisfying the following conditions:
1. The scores of payoff have the inequality o i T > R > P > S . This condition is
to ensure that defection is a dominant action.
2. The scores of payoff satisfy the inequality o f R + R > T + S . This condition
is to ensure players earn more for mutual cooperation than to choose different
moves and then share the total payoff.
With these two conditions, the players will be better off by defection than by
cooperation, no matter what the other player chooses. However, they will gain
the most if both cooperate. Consequently, this game captures a conflict between
individual and group benefit. For similar two by two matrix games, in which the
values of parameters in the above Table change and do not satisfy the above two
conditions, the games may turn into other types of games (Brams and Kilgour,
1988). A payoff matrix of Chicken with values (from Brams and Kilgour, 1988) is
shown in Table 1.2. Chicken game named after car racing in which two cars drive
toward each other and it has been applied to national security. Cooperation is to
avoid the crash (or not to attack in national defense); defection is to keep going (or
to attack in national defense).
The PD game was originally studied with two important assumptions: first,
the two players are rational, and second, both have complete information. Having
complete information means that each player is knowledgeable of the exact payoff
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Table 1.2; Payoff matrix of Chicken.

r,,
.
Defect
Playerl „
Cooperate

Player2
Defect Cooperate
(3,3)
(2,4)
(4,2)
(1,1)

matrix (including both player's strategy sets and the corresponding payoffs) and
knows that his/her opponent is also a rational player, nationality implies that the
individuals want to satisfy their objectives at the highest possible level. In terms of
payoff, a rational player will seek to maximize his/her own payoff. In later studies,
these assumptions have been relaxed to some extent; for example, rationality is
relaxed to bounded rationality, or complete information is relaxed to incomplete
information.
The above described two-person PD is a one-shot game, whereby the game is
played by the two people only once. In many versions of the PD game, games are
played repeatedly by the same players, and accordingly are called repeated prisoner's
dilemma (RPD) games. A RPD game can be repeated finitely or infinitely many
times, depending on whether its end is known by players or not. Also in some
versions, the number of players can be larger than two. Such games are called
A^-person's dilemma (NPD).
In the RPD, if the players make decisions simultaneously, it is a simultaneous PD
game; if players make decisions alternately, it is a sequence PD game. Furthermore,
these game versions may have the assumptions of either pure rationality or relaxed
bounded rationality, perfect information or incomplete information. Under certain
assumptions the players use other strategies than optimizing their own payoffs; the
strategies may be deterministic or stochastic.
The A^-person PD game, which is also called the multi-person PD game, has two
distinctly different ways to play. The first is the round-robin game, in which each
player plays N — 1 paired games (two-person games) against all the other players
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in one round, with the payoff decided according to the payoff matrix. The second
version is the one group game, in which each player interacts with all other players
at the same time, with payoff determined by payoff functions. These features will
be explained in greater detail in the remaining part of this chapter.
As mentioned previously, a very large body of literature exists in the area of
PD. The different versions of Prisoner's Dilemma can be classified in a number of
ways, with perhaps the most important classification being the one-shot or repeated,
finite or infinite, 2-person or A^-person, deterministic or stochastic, simultaneous
or sequential game. Section 1 will review the 2-person PD games; Section 2 will
discuss A^-person PD games, including the pair-wise A-person game and the one
group A'-person game. These two sections will cover the most important work in
PD literature. Problems and limitations associated with this work will be listed
and new features that enrich the study of PD games will be presented the end of
Section 2. There have been a few studies that address the new features, and they
will be reviewed in Sections 3 and 4. Lastly, section 5 will introduce a special social
dilemma, which is closely related to PD games. The new concepts and methodology
developed during this research will be introduced in the next chapter.
1.2.1 Two-person PD
In the one-shot two-person PD described by Table 1, the game is initially played
once, and hence its name, as opposed to the repeated version. The now famous
equilibrium concept was first developed for the two-person prisoner's dilemma.The
self-interested well-informed player knows that no matter what the opponent's choice
is, he/she is better off choosing defection; hence the player's dominant strategy in
the two-person one-shot game is to defect, and the from the four outcomes (Coop
erate, Cooperate), (Cooperate, Defect), (Defect, Cooperate), (Defect, Defect), the
outcome (Defect, Defect) is the game's only Nash equilibrium. Note that this Nash
equihbrium is Pareto dominated by mutual cooperation. In Chicken game, the worst
case for the players occurs when both players defect. There are two Nash Equilibra
at the game, they are (Defect, Cooperate) and (Cooperate, Defect).
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As we will see in the next subsection, players may have other motivations that
affect their decisions. Ahn (2001) borrowed an idea from Rapporport for his one-shot
game experiments, in which players make decisions based upon certain incentives
as Greed, Fear, and Cooperators' Gain. He refers to Greed as the payoff gain
g = T — R when the other player cooperates, and hence by defection, he/she will
gain more than by cooperation. Fear is referred to as the loss I = P — S incurred
when the other player defects, and hence by defection, he/she will lose less than
by cooperation. The 3rd incentive, R — P, is referred to as Cooperators' Gain.
Defection is motivated by Greed and Fear.
Ahn's experiments of non-repeated PD game used functions as the payoff struc
ture, and he studied the impact of the level of Greed and Fear on the result of the
one-shot game. In his work, the payoff parameters were varied to test the rela
tionship between Fear and Greed, and it was found that normalized payoff values
of Fear and Greed are good predictors of players'behavior in PD games. Further,
normalized Greed measurement was found to have a larger impact on the players'
behavior than Fear.
In real life, players usually face similar situations repeatedly, so it is more realistic
to model repeated PD games. In the one-shot game, there is no communication
between players. However, if the game is played repeatedly, the players have some
opportunity to communicate in order to establish a reputation and to learn the
opponent's tendencies based on their past choices. Therefore, it is possible for the
players to develop mutual cooperation.
In one of Ahn's (2001) experiments, players play several two-person one-shot
games in which they may encounter the same person a number of times. He finds
out that a player's game history has a strong effect on the game's outcome when
players encounter the same opponents. In this particular situation, the players
repeatedly play one-shot games, and gain experience from them. This should be
regarded as a repeated game.
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Finite RPD Game
In the repeated version of the two-person dilemma game, the same payoff matrix
of Table 1.1 is used in each round and maintain the assumptions of rationality and
complete information. Many efforts had been devoted to finding the equilibrium
of the finite RPD games. Equivalent to the Nash equilibrium of one-shot games,
there is a subgame-perfect equilibrium for finite RPD by applying the 'backward
induction' method. Backward induction begins from the last iteration of the game,
with the assumption that the player does not know what the opponent will choose
and assumes that he cannot influence his opponent anymore. No matter what the
opponent chooses, the best reply for the player in the last iteration is defection, and
hence mutural defection is the Nash equilibrium for this subgame. With the same
logic, by using 'backward induction', the best reply for a player in every iteration
is defection. The outcome of defection in all iteration is called subgame perfect
equilibria.
It has been shown, however, that subgame perfect equilibria are rarely played in
the PD environment (Sally 1995; Andreoni and Miller, 1993), and is not consistent
with human intuition. Actually, in backward induction, the finite game is seen as
a sequence of one-shot games, and the players do not learn anjrthing from previous
rounds. There is no dynamic process involved in these kind of repeated games,
hence players' decision are not affected by previous actions. However, players should
learn from the past in accordance with the opponent's previous choices and adapt
more complex strategies. Backward induction, therefore, cannot explain the finite
repeated games.
To explain the cooperative behavior in the experimental results, some questions
arise about the game:
1. players in the laboratory experiment were not certain about the end of the
game (Hardin, 1982). It is implied that if players know how many finite times
the game will be repeated, the only equilibrium is mutual defection in every
round. Some researchers pursued infinitely RPD games hoping that when the
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end of the game is unknown, cooperation emerges during the game.
2. players have incomplete information, for example, they are unaware of or
ignore the opponent's payoff function. In this case, the players cannot make
decisions accurately.
3. Other explanations take players' motivations into consideration: such as al
truism, reciprocal altruism, indirect reciprocity (Nowak and Sigmund 1998).
These motivations actually challenge the assumption of rationality. We have
seen this case in the one-shot game experiment (Anh, 2001), when players
have incentives or motivations, and the experimental results may differ from
the theoretical predictions.
Finite RPD games with incomplete information or with bounded rationality will
be reviewed in the following.
Incomplete Information
In reality, players have limited ability to obtain complete information. It was hoped
that the introduction of incomplete information into game theoretical models would
provide a way to explain mutual cooperation in the laboratory experiments. In the
simple 2-person repeated game, information of the game should include both play
ers' strategy sets and corresponding payoffs, both players' actual choices. If one or
more of the above information is not knowledgeable to the player, then the player's
information about the game is regarded as incomplete. In Harsanyi (1967-1968),
a player's incomplete information of the game is studied in the form of incomplete
information with respect to opponent's strategy sets and it is interpreted as igno
rance of the opponent's payoff matrix. Miller (1996) treats incomplete information
as not knowing opponent's actual choice by a noise level of a%. At a% of the time
a player receives incorrect information, the opposite of what the opponent actually
did, or payoff information received is delayed.
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Relaxation of the Rationality Assumption
The rationaUty assumption makes every player maximize his/her utility, but in real
ity, not every human acts like this. Experimental results on PD (Dawes and Thaler,
1988; Clark and Sefton, 2001) do not support the assumption of rationality nor
maximizing self-reward. Players should be motivated for other reasons than pure
rationality (self-interest). Some researchers relaxed the rationality assumption by
considering players' motivation like altruism, reciprocal altruism, fairness concern,
reputation, etc. Some studies showed that with morality, a player pursues selfinterest subject to moral constraints. Kreps and Wilson (1982) and Kreps et al.
(1982) show that cooperation might emerge in RPD if players pay to earn reputa
tions. In the model, players also use previous plays to update his/her beliefs of the
opponent's incentive.
Similarly, in an alternating game, Camerer (1996) notices that the players could
establish reputations by signaling his/her likely behavior. Sugden (1965, 1991) intro
duces motivation of players to his theory. Clark and Sefton (2001) investigates the
effect of a player's fairness concern on his/her behavior in sequential RPD games. In
their 2-person PD experimental results, they found that cooperation is conditional
on the first-mover's choice. This result supports the theory that reciprocation, rather
than unconditional altruism, lead to cooperation in RPD. Clark and Sefton (2001)
also relates motivation components to players' beliefs. Reciprocity, pure altruism, or
some other motivations can be reflected by the way the payoff table is treated. For
example, if a player is altruistic and places some weights on the other player's payoff,
he may choose to cooperate. A reciprocator's choice is also conditionally based on
the other's choice, particularly in a sequential game, where he/she responds with
cooperation if the other player cooperates. Rabin (1993) describes the reciprocation
model in detail, where the fairness component is independent of the scale of the pay
offs. In other models, utility may be monotonically increasing with the other player's
payoff. Falk and Fischbacher (1998) and Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (1998) ex
tend Rabin's analysis to sequential games, and Clark and Sefton (2001) conducted
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experiments to support these models. Levine's model (Levin, 1998) contains both
altruism and reciprocation. In all these models, beliefs about an opponent's choice
are important determinants of the player's choice.
Another relaxation of rationality is bounded rationality proposed by Simon
(1982), in which players use simple decision making procedures, for example, imita
tion or trial and error experimentation. Players have limited ability to collect and
process information, but have the ability to learn. Imitation and trial and error ex
perimentation are examples of learning. Experimentation is based on small changes
in the strategy, where a better performing new strategy will replace the old one. In
one of the bounded rationality models, called the satisfying model (Radner, 1986),
it is assumed that players will be satisfied with payoffs within small distances from
the best replies, as opposed to optimizing the payoffs. Another example of bounded
rationality is the finite automata, which was first introduced by Aumann (1981). An
automata has an initial state and it can generate a new state according to the op
ponents' previous moves (as input). Aumann's automata has a one-round memory,
the opponent's last move. It was a round robin game among eight pure strategies
including TFT. Only TFT survives. Later, Neyman (1985), Rubinstein (1986), Binmore and Samuelson (1992), and Nowak (1995) all studied finite automata. Mutual
cooperation could be the resulting automata equilibrium.
Recent research is more focused on modelling learning processes in the game,
which is called the evolution PD.
Infinite RPD Game
As explained in the last subsection, cooperation might emerge if the game is repeated
infinitely many times. The analysis method for an infinite RPD game is the Folk
Theorem. The logic of backward induction is based on a known last round. If
the game is infinitely repeated or the last round is unknown, then the argument no
longer applies. Folk Theorem (Fudenberg and Maskin, 1986) asserts that discounting
outcomes of mutual cooperation are possible in the infinite RPD.
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Strategies lead to cooperation
The bounded rationahty identifies strategies that allow the evolution of cooperation.
Axelrod and Hamilton (1981) try to understand which strategies are the best when
the game is repeated. Their work resulted in the now-famous strategy TFT. TFT
starts by cooperating at the first iteration, and then in the later iterations, the
player simply repeats the opponent's last move. Since the player can only use
the opponent's last choice, it is said that the agent has a memory length of 1
iteration. TFT is simple and successfully leads to cooperation. TFT has established
a reputation on both experimental and theoretical grounds as being particularly
robust (Axelrod 1980a, 1980b, 1984; Axelrod and Hamilton 1981). However, TFT
may encounter the situation in which both players have the TFT strategy, but if
one of them accidentally defects, they never conclude a cooperation situation again.
Nowak and Sigmund (1992) overcame this situation by introducing two parameters
in the game: Pc and pd, which are the probabilities of cooperating following the other
player's cooperation or defection, respectively. This strategy is called generous TFT,
and it can lead to a stable state.
When considering the player's own previous state, with four probability parame
ters, Nowak and Sigmund (Nowak and Sigmund, 1993) further developed a win-stay
lose-shift strategy, which is actually a Pavlovian strategy. The Pavlovian player,
first used by Kraines and Kraines (1989), could learn to cooperate more rapidly
than by selecting the TFT strategy. With any initial probability of cooperation,
Pavlovian players will increase the probability of cooperation by a fixed increment
if they receive a reward for the mutual cooperation outcome and will decrease it if
they receive a punishment.
The above described strategies can be classified as follows:
1. Pure simple deterministic strategy without memory, for example, always defect
(allD) or always cooperate (allC). The player with these strategies does not
remember his/her opponent's previous actions, and his/her current decision is
deterministic and is not based on past rounds (i.e. history).
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2. One round memory deterministic strategy, for example Tic-for-Tat (TFT),
TRIGGER. The player's current action depends on his/her opponent's last
move. The player with TFT strategy will start with cooperation, then copy
his/her opponent's last move. The TRIGGER player also begins with coop
eration and continues to cooperate unless the opponent defects.
3. Strategy with more than one round but finite memory, where the player re
members two or more previous results. Axelrod (1987) and Lindgren (1991)
studied the effects of different memory lengths on the results.
4. Stochastic strategy, for example generous TFT, and Pavlovian. Stochastic
learning of players was introduced by Rapoport and Ghammah (1965), and
later, Kraines and Kraines (1989, 1993)'s Pavlovian strategy generated a prob
abilistic outcome based upon the outcome of the last iteration.
5. Finite Automata. A strategy described by a finite automata has finite number
of internal states, and it can generate output based on its current state and
input.
1.2.2 A?^-person PD
In later works, the prisoner's dilemma was studied as an A^'-person one-shot or
iterated Prisoner's Dilemma. The iV-person game has the same properties as the
2-person game;
1. players also have two choices: cooperation or defection;
2. a player will receive higher payoff for defecting than for cooperating, regardless
of what his/her opponent does;
3. players will receive lower payoffs if all defect, as opposed to the case when all
cooperate.
The game can be described as follows:
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1. Players' set N = 1,... ,n;
2. player has strategy set Si = 0,1, where 0 or 1 represents defection or cooper
ation; the strategy that player i chooses is denoted by Sj.
3. player

i

has

the

payoff

function

Ui{si,s-i),

where

s_i

=

(si,..., Si-i, Sj+i,..., s„) is the strategy vector of the other players.
This description is similar to the normal-form representation of A'^-person noncooperative games.
One-shot game
Similar to two-person PD, by knowing what the other players' strategies are, player
i maximizes his/her payoff with t h e best reply, s*, such t h a t Ui{s*, s^i) > Ui{si, s_j).
With the assumptions of rationality and availability of complete information, the
One-shot A''-person Prisoner's Dilemma game has one equilibrium point, in which
all players defect. But for repeated games, it is impossible to have one equilibrium,
and therefore cooperation may emerge.
There axe two variants of the A^-person PD: one is pair-wise PD and the other
is group N-person PD. In pair-wise A^-person PD, the players play a round robin
tournament with each of the other players. The ways to calculate payoffs for the
two versions of NPD are different, and they will be introduced next.
Pair-wise A'^-person PD
The pair-wise A''-person PD's payoff is easily determined from the matrix table if
N people are paired and play round robin PD. The matrix is the same as shown in
Table 1.1. A cooperator will receive R points for each opponent's cooperation, and
S points for each opponent's defection. A defector will receive T points for each
opponent's cooperation and P points for each opponent's defection. The payoff is
the total points the player gained from the paired game with N — 1 opponents.
The parameters T, S, R, P must satisfy the two conditions discussed previously;
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T > R > P > S and 2 R > T + S , and the payoff is decided based upon the previous
moves. When the player makes decisions based upon his and/or the opponent's
previous moves (except the simplest strategies, allD and allC), the player has only
one length of memory. Cases of more than one length of memory have also been
studied (Hauert et al., 1997).
Pair-wise NPD games are mainly studied for evolving models to find conditions
such that cooperation could emerge and to examine the process of equilibrium selec
tion. John Maynard Smith is the first scientist to utilize the evolutionary approach.
He developed a game theoretic approach to animal contest, where animal strategies
are not optimizing responses, but rather are genetic transmitted behavior patterns.
In the evolutionary version of PD proposed by John Maynard Smith (1982), there
are n pairs (pi, si),..., (p„, s„), where Pi, - • • ,Pn are the proportions of the popu
lation playing strategies 5i,... ,s„. Assuming that the number of players is fixed,
strategies that are successful in the pair-wise games are more likely to be adopted
by players in subsequent generations. Hence the number of players who have more
successful strategies will increase while that of the less successful strategies will
decrease.
The evolving simulations are primarily used to model conflicts among animals.
Because animal use simple pure strategies like TFT, allD, allC, etc., these simple
strategies were first studied. When simple strategies without memory play with each
other, allD will dominate, but spatial effect will make it possible that two strategies,
allC and allD, coexist for some parameters (Nowak et al. 1993). When players use
pure strategies in playing with each other in spatial model, conditional strategies
such as TFT (Axelod and Hamilton's, 1981) can propagate in the population, be
cause TFT can achieve high payoffs when played with cooperators and can avoid
exploitation when played with defectors.
Smith investigated the conditions that a strategy population could not be in
vaded by a mutant strategy. The uninvadable strategy is called the evolutionary
stable strategy (ESS). Unfortunately, in the population of strategies, no pure strat
egy can be evolutionary stable (Boyd and Lorberbaum, 1987), but they are subject
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to drift. Drift occurs when the alternative strategy performs as equally well as
the indigenous one. Hence, one goal in the study of ESS is to identify the condi
tions for establishing evolutionary stability. In the work of Sugden (1986) and Boyd
(1989), when noise is introduced into strategy transmission (agents make mistakes
in playing), their evolutionary strategies generate stable cooperative behavior (also
see Lofmorg, 1996; Miller 1996).
Binmore and Samuelson (1992) investigates another way to overcome the phe
nomenon of drift by introducing complexity cost. The complexity cost is the cost of
the complexity of the strategy or that of mental effort, and complexity cost can gen
erate fitness differentials between strategies in coexistence. Farrell and Ware (1989)
investigated whether mixtures of strategies can constitute an ESS. They concluded
that for any finite strategy mixture to be evolutionary stable, it is necessary that
every possible finite history of the game must occur with positive probability. Not
only must mutual cooperation be in an equilibrium, but equilibria may also include
defection. Hence, there may be multiple equilibria. Moreover, without noise and
complexity cost, no strategies exist which can repel invasion by mutants.
The evolutionary principle provides a convenient way to model learning under
bounded rationality. In the analysis of the evolution of behavior, by imposing evolu
tionary dynamics, each player is assigned a strategy which is represented by a string
of code. The player's current move is a deterministic mapping of his and the oppo
nent's previous moves (Axelrod, 1987), or the change in the form of a finite state
machine (Fogel, 1993). The evolution of strategies is represented by the changing
of the coded structures (or strings) using various methods, such as genetic algo
rithms (Marks, 1989), evolutionary programming (Fogel 1993), or other simulation
methods. It is hoped that over time the population might converge to cooperation.
Hoffmann (2001) discusses some prevaihng conditions of interaction and learning
that affected the evolution of different strategies. In his simulation study, a strategy
or a player is called an agent, and initially, there are 21 agents. With bounded
rationality, the agents play pair-wise RPD with each other in every time period.
An agent will have a strategy encoded as a 5-bit binary string, with 0 representing
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defection and 1 representing cooperation. The strings correspond to 32 possible
one-state Moore machines. In his work, agents play with each other but will evolve
their strategy (the coded string) by Genetic Algorithm (GA) learning. The initial
strategy an agent has is a random selection from the set of 25 possible strings.
The agents payoff in a round robin tournament is used as fitness at the end of one
time period (or generation) of GA. GA modifies the agent's strategies toward those
with higher fitness by the process of selection, crossover, and mutation. The set
of 25 strategies include allD, FTF, allC, etc. Hoffmann showed that in RPD, only
allD, TRIGGER, and TFT are capable of supporting the population's convergence.
However the convergence might drift if alternative best replies exist. The study
considered the problem of finding which type of strategy is able to converge. Hoff
mann also explained the drift of convergence between alternative attractors, when
the strategies are able to neutrally coexist in the converging population.
Many computer simulations are performed for the learning processes. Most of
the works are based on GA. Axelrod (1987) uses GA to simulate the emergence of
robust cooperative behavior in a group of interacting PD players. Miller (1996) uses
GA to evolve finite state machines. In the learning process for the NPD by using GA,
there are three steps: 1. learningby imitation (reproduction), 2. communication and
exchange of strategic information (crossing over coded strings), 3. experimentation
(mutation of the strategies) (Bragt 2001).
A stochastic strategy with more than one length of memory is proposed by
Hauert and Schuster (1997), which is an extension of Nowak and Sigmund's Pavlovian study (1993) for two players with two steps of memory into N players and
M > 2 memory lengths. The probabilities of cooperation (or defection) are repre
sented in a transition matrix. Since the strategy space increases exponentially, they
only hmit N and M to be no larger than 6. The same payoff matrix as Table 1.1 is
used. Players make decisions simultaneously, and their payoff is decided in the same
way as in a round robin tournament. The player remembers the last M moves and
plays a strategy consisting of 2^ conditional probabilities. In this model, the play
ers only remember the number of cooperators, and each element in the transition
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matrix represents the probabihty for a player to cooperate given a certain history.
This can be considered a stochastic and M > 1 extension of TRIGGER strategy.
The payoff of a player is a mean value, in which the corresponding payoff value of
each pattern is multiplied by its relative frequency, and these products are added
together for all possible patterns.
It is also shown that spatial structure can help to evolve cooperation choices
(Nowak and May 1992, Killingback et al. 1999a). A spatial PD adds a geographical
feature to the game. Each cell in the space actually is a player with an initial
strategy. With n immediate neighbors, the cell plays n PD games with each of its
neighbors and obtains n payoffs, with the sum of the n payoffs representing his/her
total payoff at this iteration. The player compares his/her total payoff with his/her
neighbor, if no neighbor has a higher payoff, the player retains his/her original
strategy; otherwise the strategy in this iteration will be replaced with that of the
neighbor who has the highest payoff. The game is deterministic, and it has been
demonstrated that spatial effect can change the ratio of the number of cooperators
and defectors, and that strategies could coexist. Many strategies in the Spatial
Prisoner's Dilemma evolve in the manner of a cellular automata (Nowak and May,
1992, 1993; Mar and St. Denis, 1993; Grim 1993). Nowak et al. (1994) further
extends the spatial games, and used stochastic transition rules such that a cell will
be occupied by a strategy with a probability Pj, which is the ratio of the strategy's
payoff to the total payoff of all neighbors. This is given as

^

=^

2-jieNj
where

denotes the payoff of cell i , and Sj is 0 if cell z is a defector and 1 if cell i is

a cooperator. Parameter m gives more weight to the cell's most successful neighbor.
Nowak primarily studied the spatial effect and tried to show that without re
membering of the players' past moves or without other elaboration of strategies,
cooperation still emerges by spatial effects with very simple strategies (allD, allC).
Nowak et al. (1995) studied the dynamic behavior based upon the value of T in the
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payoff table. However, Lindgren and Nordahl (1993) and Axelrod (1984) studied
evolution of strategies by using spatial effect and memories of past moves. Axelrod
(1984) uses strategies like TFT and allD. Herz (1994) uses a threshold in his spatial
games. If the payoff is below a threshold value, then its state will change, otherwise
it will not. This is similar to the win-stay lose-shift idea of Nowak and Sigmund
(1993). Before Nowak's spatial game, most studies of evolution of strategies were
focused on players who remember past moves or have discounting of future payoflFs,
and who use these facts to choose strategies of cooperation or defection.
Mixed strategies were used in computer simulation by Nowak and Sigmund
(1989). Under some conditions both players do better by adopting a mixed strategy
of c o o p e r a t i n g w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y p a n d defecting w i t h p r o b a b i l i t y { 1 — p ) .
In many human games, 'mixed' strategies are optimally effective ... there
exists a large class of games in which the optimal strategy is not only
mixed, but also in which the mixture itself is achieved by random meth
ods, so that an opponent can neither detect nor exploit any strategically
predictable pattern of play. Animal behaviour is highly purposive ...
animals do not make use of decision theory. Marinoff (1990)
In many types of noncooperative games, there is no pure Nash equilibrium,
however there are mixed strategy equilibria.
Hauk (2003) studies a NPD pair-wise game with voluntary interaction, where
players play several multiple PD games simultaneously. He points out that many PD
games have a voluntary interaction structure, and human beings often play several
PD games at the same time. His multiple game experiments show that subjects
behave probabilistically and probabiUstic behavior does not disappear over time.
NPD
One strategy of the group NPD model is TRIGGER strategy, in which a player
decides to defect or cooperate according to the number of cooperators in the group.
The player with TRIGGER strategy has one length of memory; he/she remembers
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the number of cooperators in the last round. There is a threshold value k , whereby
more than k other players cooperate, this player will also cooperate. There is no
payoff matrix related to the player's decision, and it is not a round robin game. This
strategy model is deterministic.
For group NPD, payoff functions are used instead of a payoff matrix. Payoff
functions specify the reward or penalty for a cooperator or defector. Equivalent to
the 2-person PD, A'^-person PD has two constrains on its payoffs such that there is
a conflict between individual and group benefit (Hamburger, 1973). There are two
payoff functions: C{x) for cooperator and D{x) for defector, and they are modelled
as functions of the number i of cooperators (or the ratio of cooperators i/N). The
constraints are as follows:
D ( i - 1) > C { i ) , l < i < N
D{0) > C{N)
The difference g = C { N ) — D { 0 ) is the gain and t =

—

—

1 < i < N i s the

temptation that reflect the degree an individual can increase its reward regardless
of the others' choices.
The payoff functions can characterize different situations of NPD. Choices of
different functions can model a wide range of NPD situations, and they can be
linear and/or nonlinear in the form.
In Komorita (1980), the payoffs of cooperation and defection in A'^-person's PD
are modelled as functions of the ratio of the number of people who cooperated:
C{i) ^kc{i/N) + Co

i = l,2,...,N

D{i) = kd{i/N) + Do

i=

-1

The constants kc and k^ are the slopes of the two payoff functions. The difference
d = Do — Co reflects the incentive of the choice of defecting. This model has been
intensively studied by Nowak et al. in the two persons case.
One of the concerns in the A/'-person Prisoners Dilemma is the size of the group.
Daews (1974) shows that the A'^-person PD is identical to a Social Dilemma or a
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public goods. Olson (1965) concludes that in public goods, cooperation decreases
with the increasing size of the group because each individual receives a smaller share
of benefits when group size increases. However, Bonacich (1976) performs experi
ments to find the relationship between cooperation and group size. By manipulating
the parameters of the reward, he defines 9 ways that group size might affect coop
eration. In the 9 ways, there are three ways that temptation and gain are affected
by group size: increase, remain the same, or decrease. In his work, the group sizes
changes from 3 to 6 to 9, and players played 15 trials of NPD. They did not know
each player's particular responses, but knew the number of cooperators after each
trial. Under the rule that when temptation is constant but gain increases with group
size, cooperation increases with the increase of group size. He also found that an
increase in the number of noncooperators in the group will reduce the probability
of other members to continue cooperating; communication among players by us
ing trials might be less effective when group size increases, and hence cooperation
decreases.
Computer simulation
After the wide theoretical study of PD, some researchers began to turn to computer
simulation to handle difficulties faced by theory. For example, they wanted to study
dynamics and complexity. More realistic social systems are N agent systems who
do not interact in the form of a pair-wise form, and hence, the situation becomes
more complicated. With computer simulation, however, it is feasible to investigate
complicated behavior.
Some simulation tools for PD include formal models (Oliver, 1993), stochastic
learning models, and agent-based models. In a formal model, specific theories or the
oretical approaches are transformed into a formal model; parameters are classified
as significant in regard to the model's behavior. Most formal models are developed
for two player iterated PD, where the players cannot learn. In a stochastic learning
model, threshold effects may cause the shifting of the system from a defective equi
librium to a cooperative one. Multi-agent based simulation is not used so frequently
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in PD as it is used in artificial life. The reason for this is that PD is usually studied
as a 2-person game, and even though there are a lot of claims in the literature about
the study of A/^-person PD, most of these models are based on pair-wise PDs.
In agent based computer simulation, agents capture the behavioral assumption.
Axelrod (1984) generates heterogeneous players with different types of bounded ra
tionality. Some simulation also used the finite state machine to represent strategies,
where the machine is usually represented by binary strings. The automata gener
ates moves deterministically based upon the opponent's previous moves (Lomborg,
1993) or the history of previous several rounds (Axelrod 1987). Others use Moore
machines with a different number of states or with different lengths of memory for
the players' moves (Andreoni and Miller, 1993; Kirchkamp, 2000)
Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2000) presents a new agent-based model, which can model
a large number of agents in a stochastic environment. An agent is a cellular automata
with stochastic learning ability, and an agent's behavior depends on both its own
and its neighbor's choice or states. The agents in the model could be heterogeneous
(have various personalities). The combination of personality and stochastic learning
makes it more convenient to model human behavior in PD games. Payoff is the
function of the agent's own choice and its neighbor's choice. The learning process
is based on adjusting action probabilities p, where the updating scheme depends on
personality. Personalities decides the way agents react (i.e. chose to cooperate or
not). With different personality types, a broad variety of players could be considered
in the model, including those with different rationality range.
In all the above mentioned works, the player's main concern is in its immediate
neighborhood in space version of NPD.
In Szilagyi's (2003) agent-based model, the environment is extended from the
immediate neighborhood to any layer neighborhood to the entire population. He
also defined five types of pure personalities: Pavlovian, stochastically predictable
(include allD p = 0, allA p = 1), unpredictable {p =random number), accountant,
conformist, and greedy. Accountant is the type whose probability of cooperation
depends on the average of its previous actions so it learns from its past. Conformist
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is the one who imitates the majority. Greedy imitates the neighbor with the high
est reward, and is equivalent to players in Nowark's spatial version. Neighborhood
depth is defined as the maximum distance between the agent and its farthest neigh
bor. Agents take action according to p, changes in time based on both the agent's
and other's actions as well as the agent's personality. Agents with different person
alities will update p differently. Agents with different personalities (motivations)
can interact with each other in the same game.
There are some important aspects of the above described studies of A'^-person
PD:
1. Players have only two choices: cooperate or defect. There is no intermediate
choice.
2. The players are homogeneous.
3. Players use pair-wise interaction in space PD.
4. Evolution is a kind of imitation of those with the highest payoff.
5. In spatial version of PD, players interact only with their neighbors, it is only
a local interaction.
6. In spatial PD, player will remain with his/her own strategy, or will replace it
by one of his/her neighbor's with the highest payoff. In reality, it is not con
ceivable that the players will completely replace their strategies with another
instantly.
7. All models consider a small number of players in the experiments.
The first aspect can be studied further by introducing the degree of cooperation.
Only very few psychologists performed some experiments to examine the effect of
differences of players in the outcome. At times, the term 'strategy' can elicit confu
sion, as it can alternately refer to a state, choice or a sequence of choices. To resolve
any possible confusion, I will use 'state' rather than 'choice,' while strategy will not
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be a sequence of choices but the way a player reacts. The degree of cooperation will
be introduced in section 4 and the effects of different personalities of players will be
introduced in section 5.
Degree of cooperation
In the previous discrete PD, players have only two options. Degree of cooperation
has been introduced recently into PD by some researchers, and was first studied
in 2-person PD games. Frean (1996) allowed agents to have 0 to 100% degree of
cooperation, and interpolated the payoffs of the players with different degrees of
cooperation from the discrete PD payoff matrix. If x and y denote the degrees of
c o o p e r a t i o n of t h e t w o players, t h e n t h e payoff i s w r i t t e n a s G{x^ y ) = R x y - \ - T x { l —
y) + 5(1 — x)y + P(1 — x){l —y). The strategies Prean used is a continuous version
of all-or-nothing strategy, which is specified by parameters pcc, PCD, PDC, and PDD,
where the first index refers to the opponent's choice and the second index refers to
the player's own choice. Similar to the payoff, these parameters are the four values
on the four corners; a players' current choice is an interpolated value of the four
corner values. For example, y' — xy + x{l — y) -I- (1 — x)y -I- (1 — a;)(l — y). Prean's
continuous version of TFT is obtained when PCC = PCD = ^ and PDC = PDD = 0In Harrald and Fogel (1996)'s continuous behavior model, defection and cooper
ation are described in the continuous range (—1,1), and the player's strategies are
more complex and represented by a three layer feed-forward neural network. The
inputs of the neural network are the previous choices of the player and his/her oppo
nent. The output of the network is a continuous value within (—1,1) representing
the player's current choice or the degree of cooperating or defecting. Hence the
player's current choice is a continuous function of previous moves. The traditional
payoff matrix was replaced by a payoff function, which is a continuous function of
the two players' current moves. In the simulation, a population of networks was ini
tially generated with the same structure (3 layers and a certain number of input and
hidden neurons) but different values of weight and biases. The networks are actually
representations of strategies, where the players play round-robin PD game with each
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other. The weights of the neural network 'evolved' such that higher payoffs could be
generated. The evolution of strategy or network is the evolution of neuron weights.
The network with high fitness will survive and then create offspring whose weights
are mutations of its parent's weights. They demonstrated that continuous behavior
and chosen payoff function requires a minimum complexity strategy for evolution
of mutual cooperation. While cooperative behavior was never observed with simple
networks, level of cooperation could be generated with more complex networks but
never converges to the steady state conditions.
In addition to the above theoretical model, Feeley et al. (1997) did an experiment
to study the cooperation when players have infinite choice. In their experiments,
48 players were formed into 24 pairs, comprising 24 individual 2-person PD games.
Players could update their decisions, not necessarily simultaneously, but in contin
uous time. Their choices assume continuous values between 0 and 100. The ex
perimental results show that players displayed matching behavior of the opponents
but at differing levels, and infinite-choice PD provides a more realistic paradigm for
decision making.
Killingback et al. (1999a,b) modelled a spatial continuous prisoner's dilemma
for a A^-person game. Each of the players chose to make an investment I between 0
and an upper limit Imax, where payoff is a function of the investment I. The invest
ment, which assumes continuously varying values, actually represents the degree of
cooperation. The game's spatial structure is a two dimensional square lattice with
each lattice cell occupied by an individual making investments. In each iteration,
each cell plays a 2-person PD with its eight neighbors and its fitness is the sum
of payoffs it receives when it interacts with its neighbors. The cell adapts strategy
(or investment value) that provides the highest fitness in the cell's neighborhood
(including the cell itself). Updating of investment is deterministic.
In one of their simulations, the system started from an extremely low level of
investment, but mutations were allowed occasionally to change the investment level.
The results show that significant high levels of investment can be evolved. The
investment was based on the opponent's previous investment. Killing and Doebeli
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(2002) extended this continuous version. In their new model, current investments
depended on previous payoffs which were functions of both players' previous invest
ments. In round A; -f- 1, the player's investment was updated as Ik+i = a + PPk,
w h e r e a i s t h e p l a y e r ' s initial i n v e s t m e n t a n d Pk i s payoff i n r o u n d k .
In the above games, players use only one memory length. Current degrees of
cooperation depend either on previous payoffs or the opponent's previous move.
Wahl and Nowak (1999) modelled a continuous PD model in an alternating game,
in which cost and benefit of cooperation were considered to vary continuously. In
their alternating game, the player's cooperation degree is within an interval [0,1].
The second player's cooperation degree is a function of the other player's previous
cooperation degree. This function is used as the strategy, and it can be nonlinear.
If one player responds with a cooperation degree of y {y E [0,1]) to another player's
degree x, its strategy is a function y = S{x). Hence, Wahl and Nowak's defined
cooperation strategies are those strategies when S{x) > x for all x, and defective
strategies are those when S{x) < x for all x. The payoff function F{S,S') of
strategy S played against S' is based on parameters of the function S{x) and the
initial degree. The evolution of strategy is to introduce a stochastic element into
p a r a m e t e r s of t h e original s t r a t e g y S , w h e r e S will b e r e p l a c e d b y S ' if F { S ' , S ) >
F{S,S). The authors showed that the initial degree,

xq,

is a decisive factor in the

continuous Prisoner's Dilemma, as for most strategies, xq decides payoffs. They
also demonstrated that 'generous' strategies (those S{x) > x) can lead the game
to cooperation. If the 'generous' strategy is very optimistic, they could first offer
xo = 1, and if the opponent responds with a low degree of generosity, the player can
similarly reduce its degree to a lower level. Wahl and Nowak's strategy increases
the degree gradually, and has the feature of uncompromising, that is, offering full
cooperation as the opponent does the same. In Wahl and Nowak (1999 II), they
added effects of 'noise' into their previous general model. The noise was used to
consider the player's occasional misinterpretation of the opponent's move. With
p r o b a b i l i t y p of a n e r r o r o c c u r r i n g , t h e player will r e s p o n d a c c o r d i n g t o y = S ( u ) ,
where w is a random variable (instead oi y = S{x)).
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Wahl and Nowak found that cooperative strategies that can resist invasion by
defectors are optimistic (make high initial offers), generous (always offer more co
operation than the partner did in the previous round), and uncompromising (offer
full cooperation only when the partners do). In addition, they found that XQ is a
critical factor. Cooperation can only emerge if the probability of making a mistake
is below a critical value, and that cooperation in a continuous PD with noise is not
evolutionary stable. The noise model used here has an extreme case, where the
players have no information about the opponent's move. The system outcome has
several possibilities: it will cycle among cooperative strategies, it will have more
cooperative and defective strategies, it will reach an interior stable equilibrium, or
it will have a mixture of the three strategy types.
Motivations 2ind Personalities
Most studies about the Prisoner's Dilemma focused on the evolution strategies of
cooperation, but seldom examined the reasons that determine the strategy choices.
One weakness of the economic theoretical models is that they assume that the
players are homogeneous. Some studies allowed players different initial states, but
the players only use the same strategy or a few given strategies only. Few researchers
studied the effect of personality differences (Boone et al. 1999), culture differences
(Cox et al. 1991), and gender (Mason et al. 1991) on choices in Prisoner's Dilemma.
Rapoport assumed that there are two basic motivational pressures in PD: greed
and fear to be a sucker. He assumed that the two motivational forces were equal.
Komorita et al. (1980), in their A''-person PD experiment, found out that greed
is a more important factor than fear in influencing player's choice. He also found
out that feedback regarding other people's payoffs and choices increase competitive
tendency.
Boone et al. (199 ) conducted an experiment to study the effect of four personal
ity types on cooperative behavior in Prisoner's Dilemma games. The four personality
types are: locus of control, self-monitoring, type-A behavior, and sensation seeking.
They also took players' experience in economics into consideration. Locus of control
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considers the way people believe in the control of their life, 'internals' believe that
they have capability to control their fate, and 'externals' believe that external forces
control their fate. People with high self-monitoring find it easy to adjust themselves
to desired public behavior, while people with low self-monitoring are concerned less
with others.
Type-A people are aggressive, impatient, and are competitive. Sensation seek
ing people are risk seekers and require variant stimuli. In their experiments, Boone
et al. first measures the degrees of the players' four type personalities. All play
ers in the experiments were students of business administration or economics at the
University Maastricht Netherlands. Consequently, some of them had more economic
training than others. Players were asked to fill out a questionnaire and their person
ality type degrees were then measured using physiologic translation or scales. After
measuring the personality structures, five PD games were conducted, including 2
one-shot games and 3 repeated games. By using statistical analysis, they concluded
that differences in personality types do affect the average cooperation behavior, and
"internal locus of control, high-self monitoring and high sensation seeking are sys
tematically associated with cooperative behavior". They also found that a type-A
personality has a high correlation with gender, and it has negative contribution to
cooperation, where other variables, especially gender, have the opposite effect.
1.3 Public goods
Prisoners' Dilemma can also be extended to a wide range of social dilemma when
the two restrictions of payoff functions are relaxed, and any functions can be used.
Oliver (1993) described that the problem of collective action can be analyzed as
a PD game. Szilagyi (2000) quantitatively analyzed the relationship between the
collective action problem and PD, and he pointed out that PD has more degrees of
freedom, and that it should be used to investigate collective actions. Public goods
is a special social dilemma, and consequently, Prisoner's Dilemma can be extended
to model Public goods.
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Up until now, there are three main mechanism theories developed to study public
goods: traditional utility theory (free-riding theory), altruism and impure altruism
theory, and reciprocity theory. The traditional utility theory is based on the assump
tion of rationality. Public goods experiments (Ledyard, 1995) show that individual's
behavior is not consistent with rational assumption, hence motivations, such as al
truism, have been extensively studied in Public goods experiments. Similar to the
study of PD games, economists and sociologists usually study public goods and
examine motivations by offering certain theories and performing public goods ex
periments. Pubhc goods experiments are used to test the correctness of theories,
the effects of model variables, and to find phenomena or behavior that need to be
explained. The public goods experiment should be conducted in a controlled envi
ronment with designed institutions (Kagel and Roth, 1995), where the number of
participating people cannot be very large. At the beginning of the experiments, the
participants receive a certain amount of tokens (usually the same amount), and they
have to choose how much they want to put into their own accounts or into a pool
account. The experiments are usually conducted in a laboratory.
The free-riding behavior is usually a fundamental problem in traditional public
goods utility theory, in which purely self-interested rational individuals try to maxi
mize their own utilities (Daews, et al., 1997). Free-riding theory is inconsistent with
reality and also with the results of economic experiments (Croson, 1996; Marwell
and Ames, 1979). Free-riding theory predicts that nobody would contribute any
thing under the assumption that all players are 'rational.' Equivalently, the rational
player in reality is 'egoistic.' According to the free-riding theory, if everybody in
the community is pure egoistic, then nobody will contribute. Free-riding theory of
public goods is not convincing when explaining public goods motivation, but the
free-riding behavior cannot be eliminated in public goods if the public goods is
nonexclusive and involves a large number of people.
Except for the traditional public goods utility theory, the motivations in pub
lic goods are also analyzed as special decision mechanisms such as pure altruism
(Becker, 1974), impure altruism (Andreoni, 1989; Andreoni, 1990) and reciprocity
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(Sugden, 1984).

All these models describe voluntary contribution mechanisms

(VCM). In the pure and impure altruism theories, welfare levels of others are in
cluded as an argument in the individual's utility function. In these models, each
individual is endowed with a certain amount of money, Ei. The individual can chose
an amount gi < Ei to contribute into the public account, and put the remaining
Xi = Ei — gi into his/her own account. Pure altruism assumes that the individu
als maximize their utilities Ui{xi,Y), where Y is the total supply of public goods,
which is a function of the total contribution. Impure altruism theory assumes that
individuals have a trade off between private and public goods, so it is a combination
of 'egoistic' behavior that generate free-riding and pure altruism (Andreoni, 1989).
Each individual looks for the maximum of his/her utility Ui{xi, Y,gi).
In reciprocity theory, certain constraints are defined on the utility function re
quiring that individuals must contribute more when others contribute more. Ex
perimental results reported in Croson (1996) support reciprocity theory, but not
altruism and impure altruism theory.
In all these mechanisms, the pure public goods problem is modelled as an N player simultaneous game. Utility functions are introduced, and it is assumed that
every individual knows the total contribution of others. The endowments and utility
functions of different individuals might be different, but the individual's character
istics are homogeneous and their contributions are selected as their optimal choices.
Most earlier works are based on modelling the problem as a one-shot game, where
the donations are given simultaneously. The study of sequential public goods games
assumes that information is released repeatedly during the sequence. In Silverman et
al. (1984), it is reported that announcing individuals' names and their contribution
amounts can efficiently increase the amount of total contributions. Vesterlund (2003)
proposed a model to explain that the announcement of the first stage contributions
helps to reveal the quality of the public goods when the players do not have perfect
information on its quality at the beginning of the game. This kind of sequential
fundraising is actually a two-stage game.
Another way of classifying public goods is based on the divisibility of public goods
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and contributions. Croson (1998) classified the public goods studies into four major
types according to continuous or discrete public goods and continuous or discrete
individual contributions. In voluntary contribution mechanisms (VCM), the public
goods are provided as continuously divisible quantities, and individual contributions
are also given in continuously divisible quantities. Another type of mechanism is the
provision point mechanism (PPM). In PPM, the pubhc goods and the individual
contributions are both binary (Goren, et.al., 2003). Each individual contributes all
or none of his/her endowment, and if the sum of all contributions reaches a certain
known threshold then the public goods is provided, otherwise it is not. Croson
and Marks (2000) reported an experiment of threshold public goods including both
binary and continuous contributions. Most recent studies have also examined the
effect of seed money and refund in charitable giving (Bagnoli and Lipman, 1989;
Bagnoli and Mckeo, 1991; List and Reiley, 2002). In charitable giving, seed money
has a positive effect on the total pledged amount (List and Reiley, 2002); refund can
also increase contributions but not significantly (List and Reiley, 2002). Public radio
campaign, as a particular charitable giving, is a continuous contribution threshold
pubhc goods.
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CHAPTER 2
Present Study

This dissertation mainly reflects the research of the candidate. All modeUing ef
fort was conducted together with the advisors. We had a large number of meet
ings discussing details, options, and solutions. The construction of the simulation
methodology and its computer implementation were developed by the author of this
dissertation, who was also responsible to provide the numerical results.
This chapter is an overview of our agent-based methodology, including a new
algorithm of discrete A''-person PD with Pavlovian agents, the continuous iV-person
model that is an extension of the discrete A'-person model, and a pubhc goods
simulation model that is the apphcation of the continuous model into a special social
dilemma. The agent-based methodology is originally developed for the simulation
of social dilemma that involves a large number of individuals. The methodology can
model and consider the individuals' heterogeneous personality types and different
decision-making rules in the situation of a large number of individuals.
In agent-based models, each person in the society is regarded as an agent whose
state is defined as its behavior. Let A be the number of agents in the society under
consideration. The dynamic PD game is divided into T time periods (or iterations),
and the state of each agent at time period

t{t =

0,1, 2,...) is characterized by a

variable Si{t). The variable Si{t) is updated at each time period, depending on the
history of the game and the agent's personality. The detailed agent-based models
will be explained in the following sections
2.1 Agent-based discrete A-person PD
In the discrete A-person PD model, agents have only two states-cooperation or
d e fection, hence agent i's state is Si{t)

G

{0,1}. The agent cooperates if Si{t) = 1
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and defects if Si{ t ) = 0. Let Pi{ t ) be the probabihty of cooperation of agent i at
iteration time t\ x{t) the ratio of cooperators at time

C{x{t)) and D{x{t)) are the

reward and penalty at iteration t, which are functions of the ratio of cooperators
x{t). The state Si{t + 1) is updated based on the agent's previous history of the
game: Pi{t), C{x{t)) and D{x{t)), and the agent's personality. In the following par
ticular discrete model, Expectation Algorithm, only the Pavlovian type personahty
is considered.
As explained in Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2002), Pavlovian (Kraines and Kraines,
1989) agents are the most realistic types in the investigation of the evolution of
cooperation in A'^-person PD. Pavlovian agents modify their behavior according to
the law of conditioning: if an action is followed by a satisfactory state of affairs,
then the tendency to produce that particular action is reinforced. Szilagyi (2001)
proposed an Exponential Algorithm model for making accurate long term predic
tions of A'-person PD solutions for Pavlovian agents. The Exponential Algorithm
can accurately compute the value of the ratio of cooperators x{t) up to 20 iterations
for an infinite number of participating agents, however the computation time expo
nentially increases with the number of iterations. Hence for iterations above 20, the
Exponential Algorithm takes a very long time to run. The new algorithm. Expec
tation Algorithm, that was developed by myself and my coadvisors, overcomes this
difficulty and can be used for any number of iterations. The Expectation Algorithm
consists of the initialization states, updating of cooperation probabihties, updating
of states, updating of cooperators ratio, and deciding on the simulation length.
Assume that all agents have the same initial cooperation probability Pi(0), which
is given before the game begins. The initial state of agent i, Si{0), is generated
by comparing the agent's probability of cooperation with a uniformly distributed
random number u e [0,1]. li u < Pi{0) , then ^^(O) == 1, otherwise, 5i(0) = 0. The
initial ratio of cooperators x(0) then is calculated by
^(0) =
After the game begins, the agents update their states after each iteration accord
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ing to the same rule. At time ^ +1, (i = 1,..., Ti), the probability of cooperation of
agent i, Pi{t + 1) , is updated based on Pi{t), the payoff (reward/penalty) functions
C { x { t ) ) o r D { x { t ) ) , a n d t h e s t a t e S i { t ) of t h e a g e n t i a t t i m e t :
pu + 1) = /
^
\ Pi{ t ) - A • D { x { { t ) ) if

S , { t ) = 0;

where 0 < a < 1 and 0 < /3 < 1 are learning coefficients. If the calculated values of
Pi{t + 1) is larger than 1, then it is forced to be equal to 1; if it is less than 0, then

it is forced to be equal to 0. The proportional terms aC{x{t)) and PD{x{t)) are
the amounts that the agent learns from its reward/penalty for its previous action.
Pi{t+ 1) will increase if its previous cooperation was rewarded, and will decrease if

its previous defection was rewarded. C{x{t)) and D{x{t)) can be modelled as second
degree polynomial functions;
C { x { t ) ) = a 2 • x'^{t) + a l • x { t ) + aO
D { x { t ) ) = b2 • x'^(t) + b l • x { t ) + bO
The state S i { t +
comparing Pi{t

+ 1)

1)

of agent i at time t +

1

is again randomly generated by

with a uniformly distributed random number u
Si{t + 1) — <

G [0,1]:

1 if u < Pi{t + 1)
0 if u > Pi{t + 1).

Hence, Si{ t + 1) = 1 with probability of Pi{ t + 1) and Si{ t + 1) = 0 with probability
of 1 — Pi{t + 1).
The ratio of cooperators is then calculated by

+

=

It is a random variable with expected value E [ x { t + 1)] and variance V a r [ x { t + 1)].
The expectation E[x{t + 1)] can be approximated by sample means by repeating
the simulation process R times with the Expectation Algorithm. The expectation
of 2; (t + 1) is calculated by using the R simulated data:
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The variance of

x{t

+ 1) can be estimated by the sample variance of

Xi{t),X2{t),.. .,XR{t):

R—1

By the Chebyshev Inequality, the probability that the estimation error is less
than a given threshold £ is

The probability that the error is below e is at least 1 — p if 1 —

2

> 1 — P which

occurs if and only if

The above inequality can be used to decide the necessary number of runs. If a
relative error

k = s/a is

specified, then from the above inequality we have

as a simulation stopping rule.
2.2 Agent-based continuous A^-person PD
In the continuous A-person PD model, spatial effect will be considered. Agents will
be placed on a 2-dimensional lattice, which represents the environment. An agent's
neighborhood is the sites in all directions within a certain distance around the agent.
The neighborhood depth or layer is denoted by Di and is defined as the maximum
distance from agent i to his/her farthest neighbor in horizontal or vertical directions.
The shorter the distance between two agents, the closer the relationship the agents
have. For simphcity, an agent's neighborhood with a given neighborhood depth Di
is referred to as 'neighborhood.' Let the neighborhood of agent

i

be denoted by

Ui, with \Ui\ being the number of agents in the neighborhood. We can distinguish
between 'local' and 'global' neighborhood. The local neighborhood of an agent is
determined by a flexible distance that can be defined by the simulation users. The
global neighborhood is the entire 2-dimensional lattice.
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The state of an agent is a representation of the agent's attitude with certain
degrees, and is characterized by a real value Si{t) G [0,1]. Zero value corresponds
to complete disagreement, unit value corresponds to complete unconditional agree
ment, and the value of 0.5 corresponds to the neutral state.
Assume that the agents have the ability to collect global and local information
(cost of information gathering will not be considered in this research). Global in
formation has no related lattice distance; it could be the average value of all states
in the society. It also includes all common information that agents access about the
whole society. Local information is from the agent's neighborhood. For example,
other agents' states in the neighborhood, the average value of agents' states in the
neighborhood (local average state), the state that is rewarded by the highest reward
in the last iteration, and some agents' persuasion in the agent's neighborhood. Ex
cept local and global information, an agent has his/her own history record within a
certain memory length, including his/her past states and past rewards/punishments.
Most of the theoretical basis regarding personality types and attitude change
was previously developed in Szilagyi (2003). The four typical personality types
include conformist, Pavlovian, greedy, and accountant. A conformist agent will
follow the majority, a greedy agent tries to maximize his/her own reward, and an
accountant will adapt the state that gave him/her the most reward in the past.
The Pavlovian has been already explained in the last section. In addition to these
four personality types, two other personality features will be included in this study
of continuous PD: wiUingness to accept other agents' persuasions, and willingness
to accept public mass media's information. The personality type with the former
wiUingness is represented by the term 'persuasion,' and the personality type with
the later wiUingness is represented by the term 'propaganda.' When considering
the influence of agents, the agents are divided into two classes: those that influence
others and those that are influenced. Assume that an agent can belong to only one
of these classes.
An agent's personality is a combination of the above six personality types and
indifference. 'Personality coefficients' are used to quantify the degrees of the differ
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ent personality types that an agent has. Let

^2(2), k3{i), k4{i), k5{i), ke{i)

denote the personality coefficients of conformist, Pavlovian, persuasion, propaganda,
greedy, and accountant, respectively. If the sum of these coefficients is less than one.
then the agent is indifferent to the degree of 1 —

ki{i). The value k j { i ) = 1

means that Agent i completely has the j t h personality type, and k j { i ) = 0 means
that the Agent does not have the jth personality type at all. A mixed personality
occurs when at least two of its personality coefficients are nonzero. A higher value
of coefficient kj{i) {j = 1,..., 6) means the agent has a higher degree of that per
sonality type. An agent could have an extreme personality like a pure Pavlovian
when k2{i) = 1 and kj(i) = 0 for all j ^ 2.
In order to formulate the mathematical model the following notations are intro
duced. For each agent i let

denote the average state of all agents in the neighborhood Ui. The reward or penalty
of any agent at time period t depends on its current state and the average state of
all agents in its neighborhood. Let C {Si{t)) and D {Si{t)) denote the reward and
penalty function. When Si{t) = 1, the reward of agent i is C[Si{t)), and when
Si{t) = 0, its penalty is D(^Si{t)). However the state Si{t) of agent i is usually

between these extreme values, so a linear interpolation formula is used to compute
its reward (or penalty in case of a negative value):
Ri { t ) = D {Si{t)) + {C {Si { t ) ) - D [Si { t ) ) ) Si { t )

For any agent i , let ji{t) be the agent from the neighborhood of agent i who
receives the largest reward
Rjiit) = m a x { R j { t ) \ j e Ui}
and let Ri { t ) denote the average past reward of agent i

T=0
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A conformist agent collects the local information of the neighborhood average
state Si{t) and follows the tendency of the average behavior of its neighbors, so it
tends to move its state in the direction of the difference Si{t) — Si{t). Since every
agent's adjusting speed may be different, the updating value of a conformist agent
is modelled by the function

where li{li > 0) is the speed of adjustment showing how fast the Agent adjusts
his/her state in the direction of the average neighborhood state.
A Pavlovian agent moves in the direction of rewarded. This tendency can be
modelled similarly to the A''-person discrete Pavlovian case, however, there are the
following major differences: 1) The reward or penalty is not global, it is a local re
ward/penalty, hence

and

are replaced by Ri{Si{t), Si{t)); 2) agents'

states are not binary 1 or 0, they have continuous values. When Si{t) > 0.5 agent i
is regarded as a partial cooperator, his/her way of adjusting Pi{t+ 1) is modelled in
the same way as that of the cooperator in the discrete model; when Si{t) <0.5 agent
i is regarded as a partial defector, his/her way of adjusting Pi{t + 1) is modelled in
the same way as that of the defector in the discrete model. In the case of Si{t) = 0.5,
then approximately half of the agents will adopt partial cooperator's strategy, and
half of the agents will adopt partial defector's strategy. Hence the updating of the
probability of cooperation Pi{t + 1) is modelled as
Pi { t ) + ai • Ri{Si { t ) , Si { t ) ) if

or

Pi{t + 1) — <

Pi{t) - A •

Si { t ) ) if

or

Si { t ) > 0.5;

Si{ t ) = 0.5 and u l < 5;
Si { t ) < 0.5;
Si { t ) = 0.5 and u \ > 5.

Here ui G [0,1] is a uniformly distributed random number assuring the randomness
of Pi{t + 1) for Si{t) = 0.5.
One of the advantages of the continuous model is that agents' states can be
updated gradually by a relatively small amount. For a Pavlovian agent, the amount
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his/her state is updated by

f

A
if u 2 < P A t + 1)
AS,it + l ) = {
^
[ -A if u 2 >Pi { t + l ) ,
where 0 < A < 1 is a constant, «2 G [0,1] is a uniformly distributed random number.
Overall, we can say that the updating amount of a Pavlovian agent is modelled
as a function f2{Ri{Si{t), Si{t))) that has the above two cases as special forms.
Denote the individual persuasion effect by agent k to agent i Ikj{t)- Agent i
will then change his/her attitude state by an amount that is a function f3{Ii{t))
of the total effect Ii{t) =

The persuasion effect usually depends on the

relationship between the two agents, hence Ikj{t) also depends on the distance d^j
between agents k and I.
At time period t , let M { t ) denote the influencing effect of the media. An agent
will change his/her attitude state by the amount

that is the function of

M{t).
A greedy agent follows the behavior of the agent from his/her neighborhood who
received the largest reward. Therefore he/she adjust his/her state in the direction
An accountant agent monitors his/her average past reward and moves his/her
state into the direction it was paid for in the past. The accountant agents update
their states in a way that is very similar to Pavlovian cases, except that their own
past average rewards are used instead of the current rewards:
Si{t + 1) — <

Si { t ) + A if

u3 < Pi{t + 1)

Si{t) — A if

u3 > Pi{t + 1)

and
Pi{ t ) + cti • Ri{ t ) if

Piit + 1) — <

or
P i { t) - Pi • Ri{t) if
or

where Ofj and

Si{ t ) > 0.5;
Si {t) = 0.5 and u\ < 5;
Si{t)0 < 0.5;
Si { t ) 0 = 0.5 and u l > 5;

are appropriate normalizing constants.
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Based on the above formulation we assume that the state transition relation of
agent i can be given as follows:
Si{t + 1) = Si{t) + hii)h{Si{t),Si{t))+k2{i)h(Ri{Si{t),Si{t)))
+hii) • h (hit)) +

•h

+^5(^) • fb {Gi{t)) + kQ{i) • fe

Si{t)) .

During the updating process, if the right hand side of this equation becomes
greater than 1, then Si{t + 1) is forced to be equal to 1; if the right hand side of this
equation becomes less than 0, then Si{t + 1) is forced to be equal to 0.
2.3 Public goods model
Public goods are typical examples of a large variety of social dilemmas. A special
public goods problem, the membership campaign of public radio stations, will be
modelled. However, it has some special properties distinguishing itself from PD
games: 1) consuming the goods by one individual will not detract others from con
sumption opportunities; 2) once the public goods is provided, it is provided to all
individuals and no one can be excluded from enjoying it; 3) Donating to the cam
paign is voluntary to all hsteners and there is no punishment for not contributing;
4) There is a certain threshold, if the accumulated amount reaches a certain thresh
old then the pubUc goods wiU be provided, otherwise the pubhc goods will not be
provided. Except in these special properties, the model is very similar to the Contin
uous Prisoner's Dilemma, in which agents have continuous states of cooperation or
defection degree, but in public goods models pledging or not is a binary variable and
the contributors' pledges are in a continuous range. Hence a modified continuous
PD model will be applied to model Radio Station Campaign.
Our approach will be based on modelling the different types of motivations of
individuals in a radio station membership campaign. The model can be extended
for broader use in examining other types of pure public goods, which are similar in
many aspects to public radio membership campaigns. The campaign process will
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be divided into a large number of time periods and at the end of each time period
each agent will make a decision whether or not to pledge. The model will divide
the agents' decision process into two stages: first they decide whether to pledge or
not based on their motivations, and then they decide on the amount they pledge
based on their wealth and motivations. Agents repeatedly make decisions (play the
game), until they make a contribution or the campaign process terminates. After
the time period when an agent makes a contribution, he/she will retreat from the
game. The campaign process will be simulated as a dynamic process during which
certain information will be announced repeatedly to the players and the agents'
states will be updated continuously.
In the model, any individual who represents a household will be considered
an agent. One household may have more than one individuals who would like to
pledge, but in the model they pledge together as a single household. An agent
actually represents a head of a household who has the decision on donations. Eight
new personality types will be introduced and used in the pure public goods model
that were not considered earlier in examining PD models. The reward of the agents
for donations is called the 'benefit' that can be received only after the successful
campaign is performed. There is no punishment to those who do not pledge.
Consider the situation when a radio station holds a membership campaign with
a specific goal (denoted by Goal) of total contribution planned for a specific time
period L. An individual modelled as an agent can donate in the form of a member
ship pledge. In addition, some companies contribute by giving money directly to the
station or by matching their employees' pledges. Assume that if the goal is achieved
earlier than planned, then the campaign will end earlier than scheduled. Otherwise,
the campaign will continue and only a partial regular program will be broadcasted
u n t i l t h e goal i s reached. T h e n u m b e r of a g e n t s is d e n o t e d b y n . F o r a n y a g e n t i ,
he/she has a certain household wealth and therefore there is a maximum amount
W(i) that the agent could pledge. Assume that each agent's personality remains
constant throughout the entire campaign period, while his/her probability of pledg
ing will change or be updated at each simulation iteration. The personality of each
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agent is a combination of several major motivations to pledge. We will consider the
following possible reasons for pledging:
1. Agents will benefit from the radio program if the campaign is successfully
completed.
2. Agents are more willing to help the station to reach short-term (hourly or
daily) smaller goals than the overall larger goal of the entire campaign.
3. Agents feel guilty by enjoying a service that others are paying for.
4. Agents value their reputation, and thus, they would like their names to be
mentioned in the program among other people pledging to the station.
5. Agents feel good by contributing to public interest.
6. The agent's company has a matching contribution.
7. There is a "challenge" that somebody has promised the station to double all
contributions raised during a certain time period.
8. There is a gift given away to people pledging above a certain amount.
Assume that any agent who might pledge has at least one of the above 1-8
motivations. We use characteristic coefficients to represent the single or mixed
motivation for the agent's contribution. Denote the characteristic coefficients of
agent i by a vector a{i) = (ai(i),..., Q!8(i))^, where

< 1. If agent i has

the k t h { k = 1,2, ...,8) motivation, then 0 < c>Lk{i) < 1. The particular coefficient
otk{i) is the degree that agent i has the kth motivation. The state of the agent
is modeled by a vector p{i,t) =

... ,ps{i,t))^ of probabilities, where the

element Pk{'i',t) represents the probability that agent i pledges to the station at
time period t based on reason k. The probability

is a function of the total

campaign duration L , the amount still needed to be raised during the remaining
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duration of the campaign, and time elapsed:
if

t < L

Piii.t)

if t > L
where g{t — 1) is the ratio of the total contribution received up to time period t — 1
compared to the entire campaign Goal.

Pi{i

,t) is proportional to 1 — g{t — 1), and

when t is in the normal campaign time period, pi{i,t) increases with t, while when
t i s i n t h e e x t e n d e d c a m p a i g n t i m e period, p i { i , t ) decreases w i t h t . T h e t e r m t / L
captures the tendency that if the agents recognize there is still a gap between the
campaign goal and the total amount being pledged as time is passing, then they
might try to help by pledging. Term L/t, when t > L, models the tendency that
when the original campaign deadline is passed and still the goal is not met, the
agents start losing their confidence in the value of the public goods and therefore
the probability to pledge decreases in time, since they do not want to waste their
money on a possible unsuccessful campaign and on a worthless public goods.
The probability P2{i,t) of pledging as the result of a reasonable short-term
smaller goal is calculated as
P2{i,t)

pl{i)

if t = Lso{k)

k = l,...,K.

min{p^(2), (1 - gs{k, t - 1))} if t i - Lso{k)

The whole campaign period L is divided evenly into K smaller intervals. In
e a ch short-term period k {k = 1,... ,K), there is a short-term goal Goals{k), and
gs{k,t — 1) shows the proportion of the A:th short-term goal being achieved up to

time period t — 1. The starting time of the A;th short-term period is denoted by
Lso{k) = ^ • {k — 1) -\- 1. At the starting time of a short-term period, each agent

has an initial probability p%{i, k) to pledge. In the later iterations, the probability of
agent i to pledge will depend on the degree that shows in which level the short-term
goal is achieved. The short-term goal is given by
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where G i v e s { j ) denotes the total pledged amount before the current short-term
period starts.
The probability ^3(2, t ) of pledging because of a guilty feehng is considered to be
proportional to g{t — 1). An agent with guilty feehng does not want to enjoy pubhc
goods freely. When g{t — l) increases, then the agents develop more confidence that
the radio program will be provided and therefore their pledging probability increases
accordingly.
During the first iteration step, the agents do not know whether other agents
pledge or not and how much they pledge. Some agents therefore might assume that
the public goods will be provided anyway and so they pledge at the very beginning.
This behavior can be interpreted as the consequence of an initial guilt. This initial
guilt can be taken into account by defining
P3{i,t) =

1) + p l { i ) , l } .

In modelling the fourth type of motivation we assume that the probability ^3(2, t )
depends on the chance that agent z's name will be announced during the campaign.
The agents whose names are mentioned are either those whose pledges are higher
than a specified threshold (denoted by G) or their contributed amounts are on the
top. We assume that from earlier announcements the agents know the smallest
pledged a m o u n t necessary for n a m e a n n o u n c e m e n t ( d e n o t e d b y G A { t ) ) . A t t i m e t ,
agent i compares the announced smallest amount GA(t — 1) to his/her maximum
possible pledge ability W{i) to see whether he/she is able to contribute as much as
is needed for his/her name to be mentioned. If the maximum amount is sufficient,
then he/she has a chance, in which case

t) — 04(2), otherwise 594(2, t) = 0:

Here 0 < 04(2) < 1 is generated for each agent and kept constant through
the campaign period. The initial probability 2)4(2) (for t = 1), is proportional to
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the agent's confidence of his/her name to be mentioned during the first iteration.
Starting with an initial value G for minimum contribution, the threshold changes in
time. The user also supplies a positive integer m such that if gm{t — 1) is the lowest
of the top m pledges during time period t — 1, then GA{t) = max{G,gm{t — 1)}.
The pledging probability based on the fifth motivation type, is a function of g{t —
1) throughout the entire campaign drive. Agents have an initial probability pl{i) to
pledge, and in later iterations, probabilities should be proportional to 1 — g{t):

In the case of the sixth motivation, P e { i , t ) is proportional to p i { i , t ) if agent i's
company will double the employees' pledges, otherwise pe{i) = 0;

where CD(i) = 1 if and only if the company of agent i will match his/her contribu
tion.
The probability P7{i,t) based on the seventh motivation is time variant and is
given as follows:

where 0 < ci{i) < 1 is constant through the campaign period; CL{t) is a challenge
indicator with possible values 1 and 0 showing if there is a challenge or not. The
value of P7{i, t) increases the probability of pledging only at those time periods when
there is an announced challenge.
Motivation of type 8 does not afi'ect the pledging probabilities; it has, however,
an influence on the pledged amount.
The overall probability of pledging, denoted by P { i , t ) , is the linear combination
of the above described seven probabilities. Let a{i) =
{ p i i i ) , . . . ,P7{i)V, then
P{i,t) = a^{i) •p{i,t)

. . . ,a7{i)) and p{i) =
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Notice that since motivation of type 8 does not affect pledging probabilities, p{i,t)
depends on only on p{i, t ) , i = 1, 2 , . . . , 7.
If P{i, t) = 1 , then agent i will definitely pledge at time t, however if 0 <
P{i,t) < 1, then whether agent i pledges or not depends on a generated uniform
random factor

If P{i,t) >

then agent i will pledge, otherwise he/she

will not. When an agent decides to pledge, he/she decides on the pledged amount
according to the following rule:
1. The first step is the calculation of the expected contribution, which is modeled
as a linear combination of his/her personality coefficients:
m=

+ at{i)GA{t - 1).

2. Then the actual pledge Give{i) is decided randomly based on this expected
contribution, with a 10% standard deviation.
Type 1 or 2 agents will not pledge their maximum possible amounts. They con
sider only their benefit after a successful campaign is performed. It is also possible
that the campaign will not be successful even though they help. The coefficient 1/2
in the above expectation formula is used to talce this reservation feeling into account.
We may use other values, however, '1/2' selected here is based on the study of Kagel
and Roth (1995) which shows that in economic experiments usually about one half
of the total tokens of all participants were given to the pool account. Agents with
pure type 3 motivation have concern about fairness and wish that everybody in
the community pledge equally, so each such agent divides the overall Goal by the
size of the total population as his/her fair share to contribute. Agents with pure
type 4 motivation use the previously announced total pledged amount GA{t — 1)
as a reference. Agents with type 5 motivation give their maximum possible amount
W{i). Type 6 and 7 motivations are assumed to have no influence on the values of
the expected pledges.
The actual pledged amount may be higher or lower than the expected value E{i).
In this way, model uncertainty is also taken into account. The actual pledge Gwe{i)
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is a normally distributed random value with mean E{i) and standard deviation
0.1£^(i). For all agents without type 8 motivation, this random value is the pledged
amount. When the agent has type 8 motivation, he/she might pledge a higher
amount than the randomly generated value. Assume there is only one type of gift
offered in the campaign and it is given for any amount pledged at least G-Gift. Type
8 agent compares his/her generated pledge Give{i) to G-Gift. If Give{i) > G-Gift,
then the agent does not increase Give{i). Otherwise he/she calculates the ratio
) and if this ratio is less than a^{i), then the agent increases his/her
generated amount Give{i) to G-Gift. Here q;8(^) is a i^ser supplied constant.
The total pledge PT{t) that the radio station obtains up to time period t is the
sum of all individual pledges, company matching, and challenge matches:
PT{i) - PT{t - 1) + ^ Give{i, t) + ^ D{i, t) + C{t)
all t
where M is the set of agents with pledge matching companies;
/ '^iGive{i,t) if
i) < CD(t) and CL{t) = \
C{t) = <
1
CH{t)
if '^•Give{i,t) > CD{t) and CL(^) = 1;
D{i,t) is the matching amount of agent i's company, which is assumed to be
Give{i,t) in the simulation study; and C{t) models the condition that the amount
being pledged in time period t is matched up to CH{t) in the case of a challenge.
2.4 Conclusion
In this dissertation, an agent-based Prisoner's Dilemma methodology is developed
and three cases have been examined. In the case of the classical discrete A'^-person
PD model with Pavlovian agents, we developed a faster algorithm to predict the long
term solutions. The second model is the extension of the discrete agent-based model,
in which the agents have continuous state space with different cooperation levels.
Many different personality types were considered. A stochastic differential equation
was developed to model how agents change their cooperation level with time. The
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third model, the dynamic process of fund raising for a public radio station, analyzed
the combination of the discrete and continuous cases. In this case, donating or not
in a time period is a discrete variable and the amount the individuals can pledge to
the station is a continuous variable. The motivations considered in this model are
different from that in the continuous PD model.
The major personality types and motivations that might affect the agent's pos
sible cooperation/defection or the probability of pledging at a certain time period
and the pledged amount were modeled. Computer simulation was used to study the
results when there is a large number of agents. We also examined the way how the
model parameters influence the solution.
The research presented in this dissertation shows only the basic models and a set
of preliminary results. In my future research, I plan to continue in this area in two
directions. First, analyzing more simulation results will help to better understand
the long term behavior of PD models and the public goods processes. On the other
hand, I believe that our models can also be made more complex and sophisticated
by including more complex human behavior. In this regard, I plan to cooperate
with experimental economists in order to conduct parallel studies in which the same
model is investigated through human subjects and by computer simulation. Com
paring simulation results to laboratory experiments will help to modify the models
and the assumptions on human behavior more correctly, and therefore make better
predictions in the future.
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APPENDIX A
A New Algorithm for the Solution of A'^-person Prisoners' Dilemma
with Pavlovian Agents
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Abstract. A new algorithm is presented to simulate the behavior of agents in N-

person Prisoner's Dilemmas. The agents are assumed to be Pavlovian with two
states, cooperation and defection. The probability of cooperation is a function
of the last state of the agent and the ratio of the cooperators. The dynamic
characteristics of the state trajectories of the agents are analyzed.
Mathematics Subject Classifications (2000). 91A06, 91A90

1 Introduction
Prisoners' Dilemma is usually defined between two players (Axelrod, 1984) and
with the assumption that the players act rationally. In such a game, each ratio
nal player will choose defection and, as a result, cooperation will not be learned
unless special efforts are applied. Realistic investigations of collective behavior,
however, require a multi-person model of the game (Hamburger, 1973, Schelling,
1973). As explained in Szildgyi and Szilagyi (2002), Pavlovian agents (Kraines
and Kraines, 1989) are the most realistic candidates for the investigation of the
evolution of cooperation in multi-person Prisoners' Dilemmas. Pavlovian agents
modify their behavior according to Pavlov's experimental studies formulated by
Thorndike's (1911) law of conditioning: if an action is followed by a satisfactory
state of affairs, then the tendency to produce that particular action is reinforced.
Formal models have been proposed to simulate collective phenomena (Oliver,
1993). Some of the models include computer simulation. The vast majority of
published results, however, are devoted to two-agent games only, especially to
the two-agent iterated Prisoners' Dilemma game. Papers on computer simu
lation of larger societies have started to appear only recently (Feinberg and
Johnson, 1990; Macy, 1991; McPhail et al., 1992; Glance and Huberman, 1993).
Nowak and May (1992) and Lloyd (1995) wrote simple computer programs that
demonstrate the dynamics of deterministic social behavior based on pair-wise
interactions between the participants. Epstein and Axtell (1996) demonstrated
that it is possible to build complex artificial societies based on simple partici
pating agents.
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Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2000) developed a model and a computer method
for performing simulated social experiments. Various multi-person Prisoners'
Dilemma games have been simulated by using this tool (Szilagyi, 2001). An
Exponential Algorithm model was also proposed for making accurate advance
predictions of multi-person Prisoners' Dilemma solutions for Pavlovian agents
(Szilagyi and Szilagyi, 2002). The Exponential Algorithm can accurately com
pute the value of the ratio of cooperators x{t) up to 20 iterations for an infinite
number of participating agents but for iterations above 20 the Exponential Al
gorithm takes a very long time. The algorithm in this paper will overcome this
shortage and can run up to any iterations according to the user's need.
In addition to the improvement of computing time, there are some other
differences between the two algorithms:
1. Any reward/penalty function can be used in the new algorithm called Ex
pectation Algorithm while there are constraints for the kinds of functions
that can be used in the Exponential Algorithm.
2. In the Exponential Algorithm the number of participating agents is infi
nite, while the new Expectation Algorithm can simulate any finite number
of participating agents.
3. The concept of 'state' is simplified in the new Expectation Algorithm. In
the Exponential Algorithm, the agent's state reflects both the probability
of cooperation and the agent's current action-cooperation or defection.
"Two agents have the same state if and only if they have the same prob
ability of cooperation and the same current action." In the Expectation
Algorithm, the state of an agent only represents its cooperation or defec
tion (actually, the state in Expectation Algorithm is the 'action' in the
Exponential Algorithm) but does not include the probability of coopera
tion.
4. The Exponential Algorithm distributes agents into a set of groups or 'rows'
based on their states. The agents in the same group have the same state.
In the initialization (iteration i = 0), there are only two groups ('rows'),
that is there are only two agent states in the society. With more and
more iterations, there are more and more groups, and more and more
agents' states. In the Expectation Algorithm, agents are not grouped.
Each agent has its own particular state varying with time through the
simulation. Furthermore, every agent will update its state in subsequent
iterations.
5. In the Exponential Algorithm, agents in the same group have the same
probability of cooperation. In the Expectation Algorithm, each agent has
its own probability of cooperation and the probability of cooperation can
be different for different agents. The probability of cooperation of every
agent in the society is updated in every iteration.
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6. At time t , to calculate the ratio of cooperators x { t ) , both algorithms up
date their probabilities of cooperation first. Their update functions of
probability of cooperation are the same. However, based on the updated
probabilities of cooperation, the Exponential Algorithm updates the pro
portion of agents of each extended row, while the Expectation Algorithm
updates every agent's state individually. The Exponential Algorithm con
structs a series of tables, and table {t -I-1) has 2*"^^ rows. The proportion
of agents of each row is calculated from the previous table and x{t) is
computed by summing up the proportions of agents in each row that con
tains the cooperating agents. The number in a row in the Exponential
Algorithm is defined as the ratio of the number of agents in the row to the
entire population. The Expectation Algorithm decides an agent's state by
comparing its probability of cooperation with a random value. Hence the
ratio of cooperators x{t) in the form of the average of all agents' states is
a random variable with an expected value and an associated variance.

2

Algorithm

Each person in the society is regarded as an agent who has one of two behav
ior states-cooperation or defection. The behavior state of an agent is updated
with time and depends on the agent's previous probability of cooperation, its
reward/penalty received for its previous action, and on the number of cooper
ators in its environment. Suppose in a society there are N agents, any agent i
{i = 1,..., A'') has a state Si{t) at time t, Si{t) G {0,1}. The agent cooperates
if Si{t) = 1, defects if Si{t) = 0. Let Pi{t) be the probability of cooperation of
agent i at iteration time
x{t) the ratio of cooperators at time t, and T the
total number of iterations. The new algorithm consists of the following steps.

2.1

Initialization

Unlike the Exponential Algorithm in which the initial value of the ratio of cooperators x(0) is given and it is the same value as the initial probability of
cooperation, in the initialization of the Expectation Algorithm only the initial
probability of cooperation P(0) is given and the initial value of ratio of cooper
ators is calculated. We assume that all agents have the same initial probability
of cooperation Pi(0). The initial state of agent i, 5j(0), is generated by com
paring the agent's probability of cooperation with a random number u. Given
u 6 [0,1] which is uniformly distributed, if w < Pi{0), then Si{0) = 1, otherwise,
5i(0) = 0. The initial ratio of cooperation a;(0) is then calculated by

^(0) =
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Updating

Pavlovian agents are chosen in this study because of the reasons mentioned in
Szilagyi (2001) and Szilagyi and Szil&gyi (2002). Also, the results of the new
algorithm are easy to compare to those of the Exponential Algorithm.
Updating the probability of cooperation
The Pavolvian agent changes its probability of cooperation Pi at each iteration
by an amount which is proportional to its reward or penalty for its previous
action. Its probability of cooperation Pi will increase if its previous cooperation
was rewarded. Its probability of defection 1 - Pi will increase if its previous
defection was rewarded. At time i + 1, {t = 1,... ,T — 1), the probability of
cooperation of agent i, Pi{t + l), is updated based on Pi{t), the payoff (re
ward/penalty) functions C{x{t)) or D{x{t)), and the state Si{t) of the agent i
at time t.
For i = 1,2,..., A''

p(f

f

+

if Siit) = l-,

P^{t)-p.D{x{t))

if

,.

Si { t ) = Q - ,

where 0 < a < 1 and Q < P < 1 are learning coefficients, and x { t ) is the ratio of
cooperators at time t. The proportional terms aC{x{t)) and PD{x{t)) are the
amounts that the agent learns from its reward/penalty for its previous action.
C{x{t)) and D{x{t)) are functions of x{t) and can be any functions defined with
operators listed in Appendix I or 2""^ order polynomial functions defined as
C { x { t ) ) = a 2 • x ^ { t ) + al • x { t ) + aO
D{x{t)) = 62 • x^{t) + 61 • x{t) + 60.
If the probability of cooperation of agent i that is calculated from equation (2)
is larger than 1, then it is forced to be equal to 1; if it is less than 0, then it is
forced to be equal to 0.
Updating the states
The state 5t(t + 1) of agent i at time t + 1 is stochastic and can be described
by the following expression:
Si { t + 1) = I Q

with probability

^

^

We update Si { t + 1) by comparing P i {t + 1) with a random number u £ [0,1]
which is uniformly distributed:
c

, i\ _ / 1

bi(t+l)-

I

Q

if
j f

u < Pi { t + l )
u>Piit + l).

(4)
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Updating the ratio of cooperators
At iteration t + 1 , the ratio of cooperators x { t + 1) is calculated by

The ratio of cooperators x { t + 1) is a random variable with expected value
E[x{t + 1)] and variance Var [a;(i + 1)]. The expectation £[x(i+l)] can be
approximated by sample means by repeating the simulation R times with the
new algorithm.

2.3

Expectation of the ratio of cooperators

The whole process from initialization till the last iteration step T is called one
'run'. The complete algorithm consists of R runs, and the estimator of the
expectation of the ratio of cooperators is calculated as

m = 2=^,

(6)

where for run r , the time-dependent function x{t) is denoted by Xj.{t).
Considering x \ { t ) , x ' 2 { t ) , ... ,XR{t) as R observations for E [ x { t ) ] , the value
x{t) calculated from equation (6) is the sample mean of the R observations, and
is an unbiased estimator of the expectation E [a;(i)]. The variance Var [a:(f)] can
be estimated by the sample variance

2/.^

a it) -

T.^=l{Xrt) - X{t)f
—

,

(7)

which is an unbiased estimator of the true variance Var[a;(i)] and converges to
Var [a;(t)] as i?
oo.
Since the simulated values X i { t ) [ i = 1,2,..., i?) are independent, Var [ x { t ) ] =
Var[a:(f)] /R, implying that the variance of the sample mean converges to zero
as i? —> 00. Therefore, the sample mean x{t) is a much better approximation
of the expected value than any of the individual simulation results. Using the
notation E[x{t)\ = fi and Var[a:(f)] = cr^, suppose we want to obtain an esti
mate with error less than a given error tolerance e > 0, then according to the
Chebyshev Inequality, the probability that the estimation error is less than e is
=

(8)

For any significance level 1 — p, the probability that the error is below e is at
2
least 1 — p if 1 —
> 1 — p which occurs if and only if

R > ^
p•

(9)
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that is if the number of simulation runs is large enough.
We can use inequality (9) to decide the necessary number of runs. For
example, when a = 0.2, and we select e = 0.05 and significance level 1—p = 95%,
then the minimum number of runs is

^

a2
p-e^

0.22
0.05-(0.05)2

320.

A smaller error tolerance e requires larger number of runs R with the same
significance level. Since the value of variance
is unknown before the compu
tations, it is hard to estimate the necessary number of runs before the simulation
starts. Therefore, this formula can be used during computations as a stopping
rule. If a relative error k = ejo is specified, then from inequality (9) we have

which can be applied before the computations begin.

3

Implementation

The algorithm above is implemented in a program named Social. In the pro
gram, there are two options for inputting the C and D functions. Option "Pa
rameters" is for inputting 2"*^ order polynomial functions; option "Functions" is
for inputting any functions with operators listed in Appendix I.
If we select the "Parameter" option, twelve parameters can be entered from
a dialogue window as shown in Figure 1: number of agents (range from 1 to
100,000, the default value is 10,000), number of iterations (range from 1 to 500,
the default value is 100), initial probability of cooperation (range from 0 to 1.0,
the default value is 0.5), number of runs R (range from 1 to 500, the default value
is 50), six parameters {aO, al, a2, bO, bl, b2) for the quadratic reward/penalty
functions, and the a, /? values in equation (2) (default a: af=0.1, default /?:
bt—0.1). The expected function E[x{t)] will be created in a .txt file. The user
can define the path and name of the file in the dialogue window. The default
file name is ratioout.txt, and its default path is the same path as that for
Social.exe.
If we select the "Functions" option, six parameters and two functions can be
entered from a dialogue window as shown in Figure 2: number of agents (range
from 1 to 100,000, default value is 10,000), number of iterations (range from 1
to 500, default value is 100), initial probability of cooperation (range from 0 to
1.0, default value is 0.5), number of runs R (range from 1 to 500, default value
is 50), the a(af) and /3(bt) values in equation (2) (both default values are 0.1),
the C{x{t)) function and the D{x{t)) function. The expected function E[x{t)]
will be created in a .txt file. The user can define the path and name of the file
in the dialogue window. The default file name is ratioout.txt, and its default
path is the same path as that for Social.exe.
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Figure 2: Dialogue window for "function" option

After setting the parameters or the functions, the program will start with
updating the agents' states and calculating the expected ratio of cooperators.
The run time depends on the number of iterations, the number of runs, and the
number of agents.
At the end of the run, a graph showing the time dependent function of the
expected ratio of cooperators will be shown on the social main window (see
Figure 3). A text file with a users defined name is also saved. Denote T as the
user defined iteration time, then x{T) is the last value of the iteration. In the
graph, the values of x{T) which is an estimator of £J[x(r)] and S{T) (5^(T) is
an estimator of (T^{T)) are also shown.

4

Experiments and comparisons

Several experiments have been run with the simulation tool to study the effect of
the number of runs R on the accuracy of estimation of the ratio of cooperators x,
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Figure 3: Social main window

and to compare the results of the new algorithm with the Exponential Algorithm
by Szil^gyi and Szilagyi (2002).

4.1

The effect of R on the accuracy of x

A s mentioned in section 2.3, the larger the number of runs R , the more accurate
the estimator of the ratio of cooperators x. To evaluate the effect of i? on i, an
experiment was conducted by repeating the simulation 40 times for each selected
R value. The number of runs are chosen as i? = 10, i? = 50 and R = 100. For
all repeated simulations in this experiment, the number of agents is set as 1000;
the number of iterations is 120; the initial probability of cooperation is 0.69;
the reward/penalty functions are C{x) — 2x — 1 and D{x) = 2x — 0.5; the
parameters a and ^ have the default values of 0.1 each. At the end of each
simulation, the last value of the average ratio x = x(120) and its estimated
s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n a = CT ( 1 2 0 ) a r e r e c o r d e d . T h e s i m u l a t i o n r e s u l t s x a n d a
are listed in the table of Appendix II. In the last two rows of the table, the
average of x and its standard deviation a{x) are calculated: CT(x)ij=io = 0.0514,
^{X)R=5O = 0.0203, and a'(x)ij=ioo = 0.0146. Clearly, a{x) is decreasing when
R is increasing, meaning that x approaches its real value.

4.2

Comparison of the results with R = 1 and R = 100

Two simulations were run with R = 1 and J? = 100, respectively. All parameters
and functions in these two runs are the same as those in the experiment reported
in Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2002). The initial probability of cooperation is chosen
as 0.6, the number of agents is 900, and the number of iterations is set as 500.
Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the ratio of cooperators versus time when R = 1 and
R = 100 respectively. When R = 1, the time series of the ratio of cooperators
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X oscillates around the stable value of x = 0.18 after iterations around T = 20.
The oscillation is the variance called 'within-run variance'. When R = 100,
the time series of the ratio of cooperators x is much smoother. Its within-run
variance is much smaller than that of the simulation when i? = 1. The reason
is obviously the averaging effect of the new algorithm.

(a) Simulation result when i? = 1
devioUanoO.ftl^OOZ

The l«»i vai«ei>{Tstlo«&.l7B060

(b) Simulation result when R = 100

Figure 4: Simulation results

4.3

Effect of the number of agents on the simulation re
sults

The number of agents is finite and has an upper limit of 100,000. The effect
of the number of agents on the simulation result is studied in the following
experiment where the number of agents was ranging from 100 to 100,000. The
initial probability of cooperation is chosen as 0.4, 0.69, and 0.8; the number
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of iterations is set as 120; the reward functions are the same as those used in
section 4.1; J? = 50. The results are listed in Appendix III. For initial probabihty
of cooperation of 0.4 and 0.8, the number of agents does not have significant
effect on the converged ratio of cooperators, but the standard deviations of the
average ratio are decreasing with the increasing number of agents. Figures 5 (a)
and (b) show that the standard deviation of the average ratio decreases sharply
when the number of agents changes from 100 to 5,000, but when the number
of agents increases further the standard deviation changes slowly and converges
to a very small value. The standard deviation of the average ratio reflects
the accuracy of the simulation results. When the number of agents is larger
than 5,000, the standard deviation of the result is already very small. If better
accuracy is needed, a larger number R of runs should be used. When the initial
probability of cooperation is 0.69, i.e. just below the second equilibrium solution
as explained by Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2002), the situation is more complicated.
Both the average ratio of cooperators and its standard deviation decrease with
the increasing number of agents. The results do not converge to the equilibrium
value of 0.18 when the number of agents is relatively small but we still get a
good result when the number of agents is larger than 9,000. Figure 5(c) shows
that when the number of agents is larger than 9,000, the standard deviation of
the average ratio of cooperators converges to a very small value (< 0.0043) and
the average ratio converges to 0.18. From the previous section we know that
increasing the value of R can decrease the standard deviation of the results but
it cannot change the fact that the simulation results with smaller number of
agents converge to different values than those with larger number of agents.

4.4

Comparison of the results of the new Algorithm with
the Exponential Algorithm

Table 1 lists the simulation results of the new Algorithm, and Table 2 lists
the results of the Exponential Algorithm. The reward/penalty functions in
the simulations are C(x) — 2x — I and D{x) = 2x — 0.5. To compare with
the Exponential Algorithm which assumes an infinite number of agents, the
maximum number of agents (100,000) is used in the new algorithm. Since the
Exponential Algorithm can compute the ratio x{t) within a reasonable time up
to 20 iterations, the number of iterations for this experiment is chosen as 20.
Ten replications are run for the new algorithm because of the randomness
of the results. The Exponential Algorithm has exact results. We use hypothe
sis testing (Montgomery and Runger, 2003) to compare the results of the two
algorithms: we compare the mean of the results of the new algorithm (denoted
as f) to the exact value of the Exponential Algorithm (denoted as xq) to see
whether they are statistically different or not. The hypotheses are

Ho : X = xo
Hi :x ^ XQ
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converges to 0.926; the standard deviation converges to 0.0008
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c) P = 0.69; X converges to 0.180; the standard deviation converges to 0.0011

Figure 5: Standard deviation of simulation results vs. number of agents
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Table 1: Simulation results of the New Algorithm
N

Initial Ratio = 0.4

Initial Ratio = 0.69

Initial Ratio = 0.8

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.18424
0.184281
0.184329
0.184429
0.184039
0.184482
0.184312
0.184043
0.184167
0.184065

0.5616
0.561838
0.561978
0.561441
0.562392
0.561136
0.562072
0.56088
0.560529
0.561728

0.926807
0.926733
0.926633
0.926799
0.92687
0.926991
0.926953
0.926697
0.926722
0.92686

Average X

0.184239

0.561559

0.926799

Std CTx

0.000158

0.000573

0.000113

Number of Agents = 100000; iterations = 20; R = 50; Number of replications Af = 10

Table 2: Results of Exponential Algorithm
Initial Ratio = 0.4

Initial Ratio = 0.69

Initial Ratio = 0.8

0.184195

0.562100

0.926807

Iterations = 20;

and the test statistic is

to

X — Xo
—

The null hypothesis H q •. x — x q will be rejected if |^o| > TA / 2 , N - i at a level
of significance. Take the initial ratio of cooperators = 0.4 as an example, and

a = 0.1,

to —

X - X Q _ 0.184239- 0.184195

CTx

0.000158

— 0.2785 < ^0.05,9 — 1.833

where to.05,9 = 1.833 is the 0.95 percentile value of the t distribution with 9
degrees of freedom and can be checked from t distribution table. From here
we conclude that the results of the two algorithms are not different at the
significance level of 0.1. Similarly, for the initial ratios of 0.69 and 0.8, the
results of the two algorithms are not statistically different, either.
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Appendix I
Operators supported:

Operator

Description

+

addition
subtraction
multiplication
division
modulus
exponentiation
sine
cosine
arc tangent
absolute value
square root
loge
exponential

—

•

/
\
A
sin()
cos()
atan ()
abs 0
sqrtQ
log 0
expQ

Precedence*
2
2
3
3
4
4

*: Precedence 1-lowest, 2-low 3-medium; 4-high.
Constant supported: pi (TT)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

X

0.3169
0.3706
0.2163
0.2508
0.2881
0.2199
0.3075
0.272
0.2258
0.2613
0.2652

a
0.178456
0.192833
0,103781
0.141798
0.174922
0.115096
0.188991
0.156172
0.119903
0.165515
0.179537

X

0.25838
0.26386
0.30204
0.24152
0.25328
0.29284
0.22234
0.26276
0.22778
0.2492
0.2652

R = 100

O

N

II

II
o

Appendix II

a
0.153055
0.153345
0.171542
0.135135
0.148063
0.1647
0.120491
0.155211
0.121946
0.142604
0.147728

X

0.24449
0.27606
0.2509
0.26926
0.27036
0.24892
0.24167
0.27321
0.24132
0.25496
0.2541

a
0.13834
0.162254
0.14496
0.15833
0.153379
0.141155
0.137971
0.155832
0.140335
0.142859
0.146014
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(continued)

N
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

X

0.245
0.2838
0.3557
0.2124
0.1797
0.2511
0.2868
0.2169
0.3275
0.29999
0.2175
0.2508
0.2482
0.2552
0.2848
0.2527
0.1826
0.2198
0.367
0.2776
0.2165
0.3462
0.2137
0.2135
0.1789
0.2869
0.2235
0.2524
0.349

II
o

R=W
a
0.136714
0.166815
0.17801
0.105559
0.00925
0.15398
0.158691
0.114739
0.199193
0.196256
0.100541
0.140251
0.156306
0.152417
0.176335
0.16265
0.000709
0.124833
0.199774
0.167028
0.124742
0.189342
0.115355
0.108315
0.011976
0.180712
0.123279
0.142633
0.187309

X

0.273
0.24244
0.28448
0.25764
0.2072
0.24318
0.23726
0.26894
0.254
0.24668
0.29628
0.26198
0.26116
0.25218
0.25228
0.26142
0.29098
0.25928
0.26868
0.25812
0.28594
0.2459
0.2324
0.26116
0.26514
0.23116
0.2571
0.23792
0.24892

R = 100
a
0.167863
0.134999
0.16789
0.143247
0.094468
0.134044
0.132618
0.157506
0.145621
0.146662
0.173959
0.148454
0.147904
0.145014
0.143938
0.148654
0.171117
0.149019
0.153704
0.145324
0.169675
0.143069
0.132887
0.149009
0.15389
0.133581
0.147335
0.130408
0.14534

X

0.25862
0.26824
0.23304
0.27782
0.26082
0.27051
0.2248
0.2569
0.25188
0.22952
0.24864
0.24571
0.2342
0.25031
0.23464
0.26111
0.25038
0.24188
0.27819
0.24986
0.25689
0.24784
0.26992
0.25314
0.27787
0.24988
0.26692
0.2711
0.23305

average

0.26225225

0.2570505

0.254473

std

0.05140574

0.02029793

0.014569

ff
0.149337
0.155461
0.128835
0.161627
0.154722
0.15801
0.122556
0.149325
0.144474
0.12505
0.141351
0.138781
0.130194
0.144332
0.134146
0.153198
0.141706
0.135081
0.160237
0.144927
0.148033
0.135892
0.155905
0.143037
0.163146
0.143458
0.157956
0.157025
0.127146

Number of Agents = 1000; iterations = 120; initial probability of cooperation = 0.69;
Number of Replications Af = 40.
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Appendix III
P0 = 0.4

PO = 0.69
Agents

X

a

100
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
8000
9000
10000
30000
50000
80000
90000
100000

0.3962
0.24
0.2083
0.1996
0.1991
0.1932
0.1864
0.1795
0.1801
0.1799
0.1804
0.1799
0.18
0.18

0.2446
0.1308
0.0946
0.0811
0.0727
0.065
0.0457
0.0043
0.0037
0.0022
0.0017
0.0016
0.0013
0.0011

iterations = 120; R = 50

P ^ 0.8

X

a

X

a

0.1844
0.1788

0.0417
0.0121

0.9288
0.9253

0.026
0.0092

0.18

0.0057

0.9263

0.0035

0.1796

0.0036

0.9258

0.0027

0.1796

0.002

0.9261

0.0013

0.1801
0.1802

0.0011
0.0011

0.926
0.9262

0.0007
0.0008
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A Continuous Model of A/'-Person Prisoners' Dilemma
Jijun Zhao* Miklos N. SzilagyiJ and Ferenc Szidarovszky^
December 5, 2004

Abstract
An extended version of the A'^-person Prisoners' Dilemma is proposed in this paper. The
mathematic model is estabhshed in which continuous attitude states are used as options for
each player instead of two choices: cooperation and defection. Several agent personality types
and the effect of the media are considered and incorporated into the model. An agent based
simulation program is developed to analyze the model.

Simulations are conducted about

individual agent types to study their long-term behavior.

1 Introduction
The A/^-person Prisoners' Dilemma is an extension of the well known classical Prisoners' Dilemma
and considers the situation of N players, each of whom has two choices, cooperation or defection.
The study of the A''-person Prisoners' Dilemma is motivated by the need to model real world
problems, such as economic behavior. Various aspects of the A'^-person Prisoners' Dilemma have
been investigated in the literature, from which various strategies and models have emerged. How
ever most of them are based on pair-wise interactions that lack learning ability. A summary of
literature on the A'^-person Prisoners' Dilemma was presented systematically in ([13]), including a
simulation tool designed for unlimited players with user-defined parameters ([10]). In this work,
different types of personalities were investigated, and their effects on the outcome were examined.
Some mathematical properties were discussed, and later proved in [9].
In the classical definition of Prisoners' Dilemma, each player has only two options: cooperation
or defection. However, in reality, a person makes his/her selection based upon the formation of
'Department of Systems and Industrial Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721, USA, Electronic
mail address: jzhao@email.arizona.edu
^Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721, USA, Electronic
mail address: mns@ece.arizona.edu
^Departement of Systems and Industrial Engineering, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721, USA, Electronic
mail address: szidar@sie.arizona.edu
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his/her attitude, where actions are the result of accumulated attitudes. The real-world environment
is dynamic, where people can obtain information and adapt their attitude continuously before they
change their action. Consequently, it is very important and interesting to study in a more realistic
sense how people develop their attitude states in an uncertain environment, and how a social
attitude is evolved when the society consists of certain types of people. In this paper, we will
model people's attitude as a continuous state instead of two discrete options.
In a dynamic and unpredictable social environment, the manner in which a person changes
his/her attitude is a very complicated process (for some examples see [3], [4], [6] and [7]). There
are in fact two types of processes that create attitude state change; an internal process and
an external process. In the internal process, attitude change occurs in response to the person's
personality; in the external process, attitude change occurs in response to outside information,
such as other people's persuasion and attitudes etc.
Different specific types of personal influence ([!]) and media influence have been proposed and
studied by social psychologists based on experiments and statistical analysis ([8]). In examining
large groups, however, experiments have limitations and are sometimes unrealistic. In this paper,
we will include facts such as personality type, society's reward, local information, and the influence
of other individuals and the mass media.
Most of the theoretical basis regarding personality types and attitude change was previously
developed in [12], Therefore, the model for attitude state change introduced in this paper can
be considered as the extended version of the classical iV-person Prisoners' Dilemma: a continuous
A^-person Prisoners' Dilemma.
The application of agent-based simulation on artificial societies ([2]) has grown rapidly in
recent years, and provides convenient tools for analyzing the structure of societies. Similarly, we
will develop an agent-based simulation tool to demonstrate and analyze the evolution of social
attitude. This study may have broad applications to many fields, including economics, social
studies, political propagation, and national security. Since September 11, 2001, the United States
government is trying to strengthen its national security by fighting terrorism. We hope that the
research results presented in this paper will assist in developing effective methods for propagating
information and penetrating hostile environments.

2

The Continuous A/^-person Prisoners'
Dilemma, Definition, and Notation

Each person in a society is regarded as an agent who has an attitude state with certain degrees
of agreement or disagreement. In the rest of the paper, we refer to 'attitude state' as 'state'
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for simplicity. In a society with N agents, the state of each agent at time period t { t > 0) is
characterized by a real value Si{t) S [0,1], when zero value corresponds to complete disagreement,
unit value corresponds to complete unconditional agreement, and value of 0.5 corresponds to
the neutral state. During each time period, every agent accumulates certain kinds of information:
local information, his/her reward/penalty for the previous state, and the influencing effect by other
agents and the media. After judging and balancing of all the information collected, the agent will
determine his/her new state based upon his/her personality. In TV-person Prisoners' Dilemma,
agents have only two choices of state, but in our continuous A''-person Prisoners' Dilemma the
agent's state Si{t) is a continuous variable in time.

2.1

Environment and Neighborhood

All agents in the artificial society live in a predefined environment. The environment we establish
for the agents here is a social network of relationships, described as a two-dimensional coordinate
lattice. In the two-dimensional world, an agent has a neighborhood that has sites in all directions
around the agent. In real society, our opinions are partially shaped by our friends, family, and
other acquaintances ([1]). Hence, the neighborhood we establish here in the artificial society is
an 'acquaintance relationship' neighborhood, and is more than just a geometric neighborhood. It
could be a small society like a church, a neighborhood community, or a network of friends and
relatives.
Let the neighborhood of agent

i

be denoted by Ui, with \Ui\ being the number of agents in

the neighborhood. The space that separates two agents is a 'mental distance'. The shorter the
distance between two agents, the closer the relationship the agents have. The neighborhood depth
of agent i is denoted by Di and is defined as the maximum distance from agent i to his/her farthest
neighbor in horizontal or vertical directions.

2.2

Influencing Agents and the Media

There are two types of agents; those that influence others, and those that are being influenced.
We refer to the former as 'Influencing Agents' and the later as just 'Agents' (in social psychology,
they are called agents and targets respectively). The Influencing Agent will spread new ideas or
try to influence the behavior of the Agents in his/her neighborhood. In reality, there are many
different ways of influencing people: encouragement for behavior change, persuasion for attitude
change, and propaganda for belief change. Because we are interested in the change of Agents'
attitude state, we consider only persuasion by Influencing Agents and propaganda by the media.
By media, we mean public media institutions such as TV, radio stations, newspapers, etc.
The persuasion power for each Influencing Agent in our artificial society is assumed to be fixed.
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but how an individual Agent is influenced depends upon his/her own personality. The total number
of Influencing Agents in the society is denoted by K, which is much smaller than the total number
of Agents. The set of Agents being influenced by Influencing Agent k{k = 1,..., /sT) is denoted by

Ek2.3

Personalities and Personality Coefficients

In addition to some typical personality types (conformist, Pavlovian, greedy, accountant) which
are presented in [13], two other personality features will be included in our study of the continuous
Prisoners' Dilemma: willing to accept persuasion, and willing to accept propaganda. Because it
is realistic for an Agent to have multiple personality types (like a real person), in our continuous
A'^-person Prisoner's Dilemma, an Agent's personality is a combination of the above six personality
types and indifference. We will use 'personality coefflcients' to quantify the degrees (or percentages)
of personality types that an Agent has. Let

^2(1), ^3(1), ^4(1), k^{i), ke{i) denote the

personality coefficients of conformist, Pavlovian, persuasion, propaganda, greedy, and accountant,
respectively. If the sum of these coefflcients is less than one, then the agent is indifferent to degree
1 — X]f=i hii)- The value kj{i) = 1 means that Agent i has completely the j"' personality type,
and kj{i) = 0 means that the Agent does not have the j"" personality type at all. An Agent could
have an extreme personality like a complete Pavlovian when k2{i) = 1 and kj{i) = 0 (j ^ 2).
He/her also could have a mixed personality when at least two of his/her personality coefficients
are nonzero. The six personality coefficients are explained as follows;
• Degree of Conformist k i { i )
The knowledge of other agents' states in the neighborhood of an Agent is interpreted as
the Agent's local information. The degree of conformist is an Agent's sensitivity to local
information, and reffects whether an Agent will be influenced by his/her local information or
not, and if so, to what degree. For example, the Agent follows the majority when ki{i) = 1
(it is a complete conformist) and ignores the others Agents' states when fci(i) = 0.
• Degree of Pavlovian k2{i)
^2(2) shows how much percentage of the Pavlovian personaUty type is in the personality of
Agent i, that is how much this Agent is influenced by his/her most current reward.
• Degree of Persuasion k3{i)
It is the degree showing how the Agent can be persuaded by Influencing Agents. Trust and
confidence play a great role in this degree.
• Degree of Propaganda ki{i)
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Propaganda is coming from the mass media. This degree depends on how much time the
Agent spends on watching TV and reading newspapers, and how long an Agent has to be
exposed to a propaganda before he/she accepts it. It also depend whether the Agent believes
what the media says or not. All these eflects are combined into this degree.
• Degree of Greed fc5(i)
A greedy Agent tries to maximize his/her own property. He/she imitates the members of
his/her neighborhood who received the highest reward. The attitude of a greedier Agent is
more driven by reward.
• Degree of Accountant k e { i )
This degree shows how much an Agent is influenced by the average of his/her past rewards.

3

The Mathematical Model

The change of the state of Agent i can be modelled by the following differential equation:

+k3{i) • fa {Ii{t))+ ki{i) • f i {M{t))
+^5(0 • h {Gi { t ) ) + k e { i ) • h

Si{t))

(1)

where Si { t ) is the state of Agent i at time t ,
Si{ t ) is the average state of all Agents in the neighborhood of Agent i at time t ,
Ri

Si{t)) is the reward or penalty Agent i obtained at time t,

Ii { t ) is the persuasion imposed on Agent i at time t by Influencing Agents being in the neigh

borhood of Agent i ,
M { t ) is the propaganda effect of mass media at time t ,
Gi { t ) is the greedy effect of Agent i at time t ,

j i { t ) is the Agent in the neighborhood of Agent i who received the highest reward in time t ,
ki{i), k2{i), k3{i), k^ii), k^{i), ke{i) are the coefiicients reflecting Agent i's personality,
/ii /2i fa, /4, /s, /e

respectively, the local information function, the reward function, the

personal influence function, the media influence function, the greedy function, and the accountant
function showing the effect of their variable on the state charge of Agent i .
In our simulation procedure, we discretize the continuous model and assume that at time t +1,
{t = 1,...,T — 1, where T is the number of iterations), state S't(t + 1) of Agent i is updated
according to the following equation:
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+h{i) • h i m )+ k,{i) •
+ k 5 { i ) • h {Gi { t ) ) + fc6(i) • h ( % ( t )W , 5 i ( i ) ) .

(2)

At time period t , each Agent receives local information, his/her reward, and other influencing
information. The Agent then combines the six terms with his/her previous state, and depending
on the Agent's personality coefficients, makes a decision for his/her new state. The following
subsections will explain the six terms in detail.

3.1

Local Information and conformist Agents

The average states Si G [0,1] of the neighborhood of Agent i is a good representation of the local
information. It is given by

(3)
Local information may have positive or negative influence on the Agents, depending upon the
Agent's ki{i) coefficient and the actual form of function fi . Assuming we consider only the
local information for Agent i, if ki{i) = 1 and all other coefficients are zero, then this Agent is a
conformist. Hence, in this case the state updating equation becomes
Si { t + l ) = Si { t ) + h {Si { t ),Si { t ) ) .

In the continuous model, it is reasonable to select /i i S i { t ) , Si { t ) ) = U • {Si { t ) —

where

li{li > 0) is the speed of adjustment, showing how fast the Agent adjusts his/her state in the
direction of the average neighborhood state. In the extreme case of /j = 1, we have
Si { t + 1) = S i i t ) + Si { t ) - Si { t ) = Si { t ) ,

where Agent i selects the average state of his/her neighbors at time t as his/her own new state.
We mention here that in analyzing dynamic economic systems, the use of speeds of adjustment is
very common (see for example, [5]).

3.2

Reward/penalty of society

Let C { S i i t ) ) and D

denote the reward/penalty functions where Si { t ) is the average state in

the neighborhood of Agent i . The reward Ri

Si { t ) ) for this Agent at time period t depends

on the Agent's current state Si { t ) , and the average state of all Agents in his/her neighborhood.
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This is different from the computation of the reward in the discrete A'^-person Prisoners' Dilemma
model, where the reward of an agent depends on only the ratio of cooperators in the society.
When Si { t ) = 1, then the reward of agent i is C (5i(i)); and if Si { t ) = 0, then his/her penalty
is D (^Si{t)Y However, the state Si{t) of agent i is usually between these extreme values, so a linear
interpolation is used between the extremes to compute the actual reward (or penalty in case of
negative value):

Ri { t ) = D ( S i i t ) ) + {C {Si { t ) ) - D {Si { t ) ) ) S , { t )

"1

(4)

n

-i O

S(t)

Figure 1: Illustration of reward
Figure 1 illustrates the curves C, D, and point ri , which shows the reward that Agent i obtains
at time t . For any fixed value of Si{t), define Ri{Si{t), +1) = C{Si{t)), and Ri{Si{t),0) = D{Si{t))
. These points are shown as C and D' in the figure. For any value Si{t) between these extremes,
a linear interpolation is used along the vertical segment connecting the points C and D'. For
example, the case of

Si{t) = 0.5 (when

the Agent has a neutral attitude state) corresponds to the

midpoint O between C and D'\ the case of Si{t) < 0.5 (an Agent who has a partial disagreement
state) corresponds to a point

somewhere between points O and D', and similarly if Si{t) > 0.5,

then Ti is between O and C . The exact location of Tj depends on Agent t's previous state, Si{t).
The ratio of the length of the segment D'ri to the length of the segment D'C is equal to Si{t).

3.3

Pavlovian Agents

If k2{i) = 1 and all other values k2{j) = 0 then the state updating equation becomes

Si{t + 1) = Si { t ) + f 2 {Ri{Si { t ) , Si { t ) ) ) .

(5)

The behavior of discrete-state Pavlovian agents with binary states in A^-person Prisoners'
Dilemma has been studied thoroughly by [11] and [13]. Our model is an extension of the dis
crete model of [13].
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We will study two types of continuous Pavlovian Models: stochastic and deterministic models.
The actual form of function /2 depends on the model type being selected.
3.3.1

Stochastic model

Similarly to the Expectation Algorithm of the discrete model ([13]), we assume in the continuous
stochastic model that each Agent has his/her own probability of cooperation, and the state update
depends on the Agent's previous probability of cooperation, the reward/penalty he/she received
for his/her previous action, and on the average state of the Agents in his/her neighborhood.
In every iteration step, the probability of cooperation of each Agent is updated first, and then
the Agent's new state is obtained by adding some state-updating amount. Whether the stateupdating amount is positive or negative is determined by comparing the Agent's probability of
cooperation with a random value. Let Pi{t) be the probability of cooperation of Agent i at
iteration time t. The continuous state Pavlovian agent changes his/her probability of cooperation,
Pi, at each iteration, by an amount which is proportional to the reward or penalty for his/her

previous action. The probability of cooperation, Pj, will increase if his/her previous state was
a partial or complete agreement and was rewarded. The probability of defection, 1 — Pj , will
increase if his/her previous state was a partial or complete disagreement and was rewarded. At
time t +

= 1,.. .T — 1), the probability of cooperation of Agent i, Pi{t + 1), is updated based

on Pi{t), the reward Ri{Si{t),Si(t)), and the state Si{t) of the Agent at the previous time t:
Pi { t ) + ai • Ri{Si { t ),Si { t ) )

if
or

Pi ( t + 1) — *

Si { t ) > 0.5;
Si { t ) = 0.5 and u l < 5;
(6)

Pi { t ) - Pi • Ri{Si { t ) , Si { t ) )

if
or

Si { t ) < 0.5;
Si { t ) = 0.5 and ul > 5;

where 0 < oij < 1 and 0 < /3j < 1 are learning coefficients, and ul € [0,1] is a uniform random
number. The proportional terms UiRi and PiRi are the amounts that the agent learns from
his/her reward/penalty and previous action. If the Agent's previous state is neutral, the direction
of change is randomly chosen. A uniformly distributed random number ul is used to determine
the direction, and is compared to the neutral state 0.5. If it is less than 0.5, then the probabihty
of cooperation is increased; otherwise, the probability of cooperation is decreased. If the new
probability of cooperation of Agent i becomes larger than 1, then it is set equal to 1; if it becomes
less than 0, then it is set equal to 0. In the special case of k2{i) = 1 and kj{i) = 0 (j ^ 2), equation
(2) can be rewritten as

Siit -|-1) — Si{t)

ASi{t + 1)

(7)
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where ASi{t + 1) is the state updating amount of Agent i at time t + 1. If

+ 1) > 1, then

Si{t + !) = !; if Si{t + 1) <0, then Si{t + 1) = 0. The state updating amount ASi{t + 1) is

determined based on the value of Pi{t + 1). A uniformly distributed random number u2 £ [0,1] is
generated and compared to Pi{t + 1). If u2 < Pi{t + 1) , then ASi{t + 1) is positive; otherwise it
is negative:
[A
ASiit + l)={
—A

if

U 2 < PAt + 1)

if

u2>Pi { t + l ) .

'

(8)

The updating amount 0 < A < 1 is a constant and is supplied by the user at the beginning of
the simulation.
Equations (6), (7) and (8) can be summarized as follows:

Si { t + l ) = {

u2<Pi { t + l )

+^
Si { t ) - A

if

u2>Pi { t + l )

with
Pi { t ) + a i - Ri ( S i i t ) , Si { t ) )

if
or

Pi { t + 1 ) = {
Pi{t)-(ii-Ri{Si{t),Si{t))

if
or

Si { t ) > 0.5;
Siit) = 0.5 and ul < 5;

(10)

5i(i)0<0.5;
Si{t)0 = 0.5 and ul > 5;

Therefore, in this case, /2 has two possible values, A and —A .
3.3.2

The deterministic continuous model

In the deterministic continuous model, instead of the probability of cooperation Pi{t), the neutral
state (0.5) is used to determine whether the state of the agent is increasing or decreasing. Instead
of a fixed updating amount A, the reward

Si{t)) is used to determine the new state of

the Agents :
+

^ii*) +
~ I 5i(i)-Ai?i(5i(t),5i(f))

if

5i(t) > 0.5

if

5i(t)<0.5

Hence, function /2 is in the form

h {Ri (Siit), Siit))) = I
' -PiRiiSiit),Siit))

if

^ 0.5
5i(0<0.5.
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3.4

Individual Persuasion

Assume that Agent k is an Influencing Agent, and afl Agents in his/her neighborhood experience
some influence from it. The influence effect Influencing Agent k imposes on his/her neighbors
is not necessarily the same for all Agents, with the effect decreasing with distance. We use the
exponential function t o express this decreasing effect. Consider two agents: Influencing Agent k
and one of his/her neighbors. Agent i. Denoting the distance between these two agents by dki ,
the persuasive effect is a function of this distance expressed as:

I k i { t ) = e x p { - { d k i - l)^/a) e [0,1]

(11)

where a is a shape parameter. This function is shown in Figure 2.
1
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Figure 2: Persuasive effect.
If the distance d k i is 1, then Agent i is one of the closest neighbors to Influencing Agent k , and
the influence effect is

= 1. When the distance between agents increases, the influence effect

decreases exponentially according to equation (11).
Agent i will accumulate all influences obtained from all Influencing Agents in his/her neigh
borhood. The accumulated influence effect Ii{t) on Agent i is the sum of the individual persuasive
effects: Specifically, Ii{t) =

where k runs through all influencing agents such that Agent

i is in their neighborhoods. We require that the effect value has to be in [0,1]. If the accumulative
effect becomes larger than 1, we maintain it at the unit level. If Agent i has no Influencing Agent
in his/her neighborhood, then we select Ii{t) = 0.
If Agent i selects his/her state based on only the most current influences from the Influencing
Agents, then
Si { t + 1) — Si { t ) + f 3 { I i { t ) ) .
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Repeated influence of the same kind, however, loses its effect over time. Therefore, we select a
function with decreasing rate such as

Mm)= m
3.5

m
So<T<f

Media Propaganda

Media has a global influence in the artiflcial society, and every Agent experiences this kind of
influence. Let F be the number of times (frequency) that the new idea was presented by the media
during an iteration time. Its influence on the agents can be described as:

M{F)

1

1+

(12)

where fo is a shape parameter. This function form well represents the tendency that repeating the
same propaganda over and over has increasingly less influence on the agents.

frequency of new idea shown

Figure 3; Propaganda effect.
Notice that M { F ) is a modified sigmoid function (shown in Figure 3), which is transformed
into the range [0,1]. We note here that sigmoid functions are frequently used in many applications
including neural networks. With an initial zero value, the function increases at a decreasing rate
and converges to 1.0. With F = 0 (that is, when the new idea is not presented), there is no
influence on the agents, and as F —* oo, there will be unit maximum influence. For different time
periods t, the values of F are usually different, therefore M{F) also changes in time.
Similarly to the case of Influencing Agents, we select
h{Mit)) = M{t)

M{t)

So<r<t ^{'T)
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in our analysis. The influence of the mass media is accumulated positively or negatively, and is
dependent on the sign of the Agent's corresponding coefficient ki{i) .

3.6

Greedy Agents

The sixth term in equation (2), k^{i)fn{Gi{t)) models the 'Greedy' effect on the states of the
Agents. A greedy Agent follows the behavior of the Agent in the neighborhood who received
the largest reward. Accordingly, the agent compares his/her previous reward with the previous
rewards of all neighbors. If there is at least one neighbor whose previous reward was larger than
that of the greedy Agent, then the greedy Agent selects the state 5'j.(t)(t) of the neighbor who had
the largest previous reward. For this case, we select f^{Gi{t)) =

— Si{t). If ks{i) = 1 and

all other coefficients are zero, then the new state of the greedy Agent becomes

otherwise

the Agent adjusts his/her state into the direction of

3.7

Accountant Agents

The accountant Agent updates his/her probability of cooperation depending on the average reward
received for previous actions. Let Ri{t) denote the average past reward of agent i, where Ri{t) =

t+T St=o

The continuous model of accountant Agents is similar to that of Pavlovian Agents;

however instead of using the reward at time t in equation (10), the model of an accountant Agent
uses the average of his/her previous rewards expressed as:

Si { t + 1 )

Si { t ) + A

if

u 2 < Pi { t + 1)

Si{t) — A

if

u2 > Pi{t + 1)

(13)

and
Pi { t ) + ai • Ri { t )

if
or

Pi { t + 1) — <

Piit) - Pi • Ri { t )

if
or

Si { t ) > 0.5;
Si { t ) = 0.5 and u l < 5;

(14)

S i i t ) 0 < 0.5;
Si { t ) 0 = 0.5 and ul > 5;

where a, and Pi are appropriate normalizing constants.

4

Simulation Tool and Experiments

The model described in Section 3 has been implemented in a program named 'Decision'. In this
program, all necessary data for the simulation process (all Agents' personalities that are reflected
by coefficients ki{i), ^2(1), ^3(1), ^4(1), ^5(1), and keii), Influencing Agents' initial locations) are
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input data provided in data files. Prom the 'Parameter setting' window of the program, model
options can be selected. Reward functions (function C(-) and

the Media influencing function

M(-) , and the Instigator (or Influencing Agent) influencing function /(•) can be entered by the
user. The number of iterations of the simulation, and the neighborhood depth of the Agents are
also user defined. The environment of the artificial society is a 100 x 100 two-dimensional lattice;
the maximum possible number of Agents is therefore 10,000. There axe two running modes of the
simulation, single step and continuous, which the user can select as desired.
The outputs during the simulation are the animation graphs and histograms computed after
every iteration. On the animation graphs in the two-dimensional coordinate lattice, there is at
most one agent in each cell. A cell with white color indicates that there is no agent in it, and blue
cells represent Influencing Agents. Agents have two sets of colors to represent their states: light
green to dark green represents states ranging from partial agreement to complete agreement; yellow
to dark orange represents states ranging from partial disagreement to complete disagreement. A
color bar below the histogram, which is next to the animation graph, can be used to identify the
state range of an Agent. In the histogram of the Agents' states, after each iteration, the horizontal
axis represents the Agents' states from 0 to 1.0, with 10 bins from [0,0.1) to [0.9,1]; the vertical
axis represents the number of Agents. The histogram provides a visual impression of the shape of
the distribution of the Agents' continuous states. At the end of the simulation process, a graph
showing the time dependence of the average state of the entire society is presented.
We have performed several experiments which are reported in the following subsections.

4.1

Local information and conformist Agents

Figure 4 shows some graphical outputs of the conformist Agent experiments, when we selected
ki{i) = 1, kj{i) =0 {j ^ i); the initial states of the Agents are either 0 or 1; neighborhood depth
equals 1; the initial ratio of cooperators is 0.5, and the initial average state of the entire society
is 0.5. After the first iteration, as shown in Pigure 4 (a), the states of Agents become diverse
and the states are normally distributed, with mean value 0.5. Agents then begin to form clusters
according to their color sets (representing their states). It can be observed that relatively dark
color clusters can be found inside relatively light color areas (Pigures 4 (b) to (e)). Por example,
in Pigure 4(b), dark orange Agents are surrounded by light orange Agents, and the light orange
Agents are surrounded by yellow Agents. Gradually, the Agents' states converge to states in the
range [0.4,0.5] and [0.5,0.6] (yellow and light green). Pinally, pieces of clusters merge into two
large yellow and light green clusters (Figure 4 (f)), and the final ratio of cooperators is 0.5. Note
that the ratio of cooperators and the average state of the entire society do not change throughout
the simulation.
We also repeated the simulation with different initial ratios of cooperators: 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8.
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(b)

Animation and Histogram of states after the 3"" iteration.
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(c)

Animation and Histogram of states after the 5"" iteration.
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(d)

Animation and Histogram of states after the 10 iteration.
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Animation and Histogram of states after the 18"" iteration.
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Animation and Histogram of states after the 42° iteration.

Figure 4: Histograms and animation graphs for the case when the initial states are either 0 or 1;
the initial ratio of cooperators is 0.5; neighborhood depth is 1.
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(a)

Animation and Histogram of states after the S" iteration.

(b)

Animation and Histogram of states after the lO" iteration.

(c)

Animation and Histogram of states after the 22"' iteration.
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(d) Animation and Histogram of states after the 29"" iteration.

Figure 5: Histograms and animation graphs for the case when the initial states are either 0 or 1;
the initial ratio of cooperators is 0.2; neighborhood depth is 1.

Figure 6: Animation and Histogram of states after the 25*'' iteration for the case when the initial
states are either 0 or 1; the initial ratio of cooperators is 0.4; neighborhood depth is 1.
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Figure 7; Animation and Histogram of states after the 35^'' iteration for the case when the initial
states are either 0 or 1; the initial ratio of cooperators is 0.8; neighborhood depth is 1.

Figure 8: Graphic output of the 40"' iteration of the simulation. Initial sates are either 0 or 1; the
initial ratio of cooperators is 0.5; neighborhood depth is 1; the /i function is equation (2).
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In each case, all Agents' states converge to a value that is close to the initial average state of the
entire society. Figures 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d) show the process of the evolution of the Agents' states
in the experiment with the 20% initial ratio of cooperators. The evolution of the states of this
experiment is very similar to the previous simulation. Finally, the states of the Agents converge to
two state ranges [0.1,0.2] and [0.2,0.3]. All Agents in the society have partial disagreement states.
The final ratio of cooperators is 0, but the average state of the entire society is 0.2.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of experiments with 40% and 80% initial ratios of cooperators,
respectively. We can see if there are only two kinds of initial states, and the Agents are randomly
distributed in the environment, then the outcome of the experiment depends only on the initial
average state of the entire society. We also observe that the Agents' states converge to one of two
states around the mean value. We used only Si{0) = 0 or 1 as the initial states in the previous
experiments, so that the initial ratio of cooperators is the ratio of the number of Agents with

S'i(O) = 1 to the total number of Agents in the society. Therefore, the initial average state of the
society is equal to the initial ratio of cooperators.
In order to compare our methodology to the experiment of discrete conformist agents reported
in [11], where all agents have discrete states of 0 or 1, the model is further simplified as

(15)
The graphic output is shown in Figure 8, and the results are very similar to those presented in

[11].

4.2

Instigator influence effect

We assume that Influencing Agents have 100% confidence about their beliefs and they cannot be
influenced by other Agents. The state of an Influencing Agent is initialized and fixed at 1, and is
not updated. We will study the effect of the personalities of the agents in the persuasive success.
Figure 9 shows the experiment with one Influencing Agent in the middle of the environment, at
cell location (50,50). The neighborhood depth of ail Agents and that of the Influencing Agent is
30. In the experiment, all Agents' initial states are Si{0) = 0, and ^3(1) = 0.2. Since distance plays
an important role here, the Agents that are close to the Influencing Agent will move into partial or
complete agreement very quickly before influence can fade away. This tendency can be observed
from the changes of the color of the Agents in the output animation graphs. For the Agents who
are in the neighborhood of the Influencing Agent, but relatively far away, the influencing effect is
very small. Therefore, only small positive amounts are added to their neutral states.
Another experiment with two Influencing Agents is shown in Figure 10. Both of the Influencing
Agents have a neighborhood depth of 30, and they have 20 layers of overlap in their neighborhoods.
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(b)

Graphics output after 20*^ iteration

Figure 9: One influencing agent at location (50,50).
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Figure 10: Two influencing agents at locations of (50,30), (50, 70). They have 20 layers of overlap.
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The initial states of all Agents are 0.5. All Agents located in overlapping neighborhood accumulate
the influencing effects simultaneously from both Influencing Agents. Consequently, their states
increase very rapidly at the beginning of the simulation.
Since the influences that an Agent accepts at consecutive iteration steps decrease in time, the
Influencing Agents cannot influence the Agents significantly after a certain number of iterations.
The best way for the Influencing Agents to strengthen their influencing effect on the whole society
is to move to other locations. The movement of Influencing Agents and its consequence will be a
subject of our future work.

4.3

Media influence

Figure 11; The influence of the mass media vs. iterations.
In order to study the influence of the Media alone, an experiment of a simple case when
^4(1) = 0.1 and all other fc(z)'s are 0 was conducted. In this case, all Agents were willing to accept
the media influence, and their initial states were 0.5. As Figure 11 shows, the media influence
accumulated fastest at the beginning, and then increasingly slowed down.

4.4

Pavlovian Agents

We conducted several experiments to examine how model parameters affect simulation results, and
our findings are presented next.
4.4.1

The effect of neighborhood depth

Figures 12 depicts simulation results for different values of the neighborhood depth. In the simu
lation, the Reward functions were selected as

(a) Neighboriiood depth=1;

(c) Neighborhood depth=20

(b) Neighborhood depth= 10

(d)

Neighborhood depth=40

Figure 12: Initial ratio of cooperators is 0.4.

(a) A = 0.1

(c)

A = 0.8

(b) A = 0.5

(d) A = 1

Figure 13: Ratio of cooperators as functions of iterations. The neighborhood depth is 10; initial
ratio of cooperators is 0.4; the reward function is equation (16).
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C(x) =

2x — 1

D{x) =

2a:-0.5

In this case, the update amount A = 0.1, the learning coefficients

(16)
= 0.1, the initial

states of all Agents were either 0 or 1, and the initial ratio of cooperators was 0.4. Figure 12 shows
that the time series pattern of the experiment with unit neighborhood depth (Figure 12 (a)) is very
different from the results of the other three experiments with larger neighborhood depth (> 10)
(Fig. 12 (b), (c), and (d)).
In the above experiments, every cell has an Agent, and all Agents are initially randomly dis
tributed in the environment. The local environments of the Agents are similar to their global
environment if the number of Agents in the neighborhood is very large. When the neighborhood
depth is 10, the total number of Agents in the neighborhood is 440. The average state of the 440
Agents is similar to that of all Agents in the entire society, as the Agents are randomly distributed,
and the number, 440, is sufficiently large. Since the updated strategies of the Agents are also the
same, the final result of an experiment with neighborhood depth 10 is very similar to that with
larger neighborhood depth, even when the neighborhood is selected as the entire society.
If the neighborhood depth is small, then there are only a few Agents in the neighborhood.
The average state of the Agents in such a neighborhood can be very different from that in a 10layer neighborhood. Based on the above analysis, and also considering the simulation efficiency,
neighborhood depth 10 will be used in the following experiments to compare the results with those
of [11], where the neighborhood was chosen as the entire society. Similarly, the results of our
experiments with unit neighborhood depth will also be compared to the corresponding results of
[11], when the neighborhood depth was selected as 1.
4.4.2

The effect of updating amount

In examining the effect of the updating amount, several versions, consisting of A = 0.1, A = 0.5,
A = 0.8 and A = 1 have been used. The results are shown in Figure 13. With the initial ratio 0.4
of cooperators, initial states 0 or 1, and A = 0.1 , the simulation result converges to approximately
0.25; the result of the simulation with A = 1 converges to 0.18 which equals the limit value obtained
in the discrete case. Results of simulations with A = 0.5 and A = 0.8 converge to values being
between 0.18 and 0.25.
It is easy to see that with A = 1, and assuming that the initial states of the Agents are either
0 or 1, the continuous stochastic Pavlovian model reduces to the discrete model of [13]. Hence
the discrete model can be considered as a special case of our continuous model with A = 1. This
statement can be proved as follows: because there is no neutral state in this case, the second
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part of conditions of equation (10) is eliminated. Given that the initial states are 0 or 1, Pi(l) is
updated according to equation (10):
^

f Pi{0) + ai-C{xi(0)) if

5i(0) = 1

if

5i(0)-0

" I

Pi{0) - Pi • D{xi{0))

and then 5^(1) is updated according to Equation (9). Since k2{i) • A = 1 , regardless of whether
5i(0) = 0 or 1, Si{0) + fc2(i)A > 1. Therefore, the value of 5j(l) is taken as 1. Similarly,
5i(0) — ^2(1) • A < 0 , so in this case, 5j(l) is selected as 0. Hence, 5i(l) is updated in the following
way:

J 1 it .2 < p,(i)
1 0 if u 2 > Pi { l ) .
After the first iteration. Agents in the society will again have only 0 or 1 states, with no
intermediate states, and therefore, the same situation is repeats in all later iterations. The updates
of Pi{t) and Si{t) at time t are similar to those in the first iteration:

P ( t + 1) = •{

^
Pi { t ) - Pi • D i x i i t ) )

if

^
Siit) = 0

S(. + l) = < ' " »2<W+1)
0 if u2 > Pi{t + 1).
Note that this is exactly the same model as the discrete Pavlovian model presented in [13].
It is interesting to note that smaller A value results in more elements in the set of possible
states. When A is equal to 1, model (9) & (10) has only two states (0 and 1), and hence becomes
a discrete model. However consider an extreme situation, when the initial states of Agents are
only 0 or 1, and A = 0.5. Then in addition to 0 and 1, there is only one intermediate state 0.5;
Consequently the Agents' states change between 0 and 0.5, or 0.5 and 1. For A = 0.1, the number
of possible states is 11.
The updating amount, then, has a large effect on the results of the continuous model. In the
case of initial cooperation ratio 0.4 and initial states 5^(0) = 0 or 1, if A changes from 0.1 to 1,
then the limit values are different, and change from 0.25 to 0.18.
4.4.3

The discrete model as a special case of the continuous model

An experiment was conducted to compare the result of the discrete model with that of the contin
uous model for A = 1 and Si{0) = 0 or 1. The initial ratios of cooperators were selected as: 0.4,
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•a
(a) initial cooperation ratio = 0.4

(c) initial cooperation ratio = 0.73

(b) initial cooperation ratio =0.69

(d) initial cooperation ratio =0.8

Figure 14: Results of the discrete model

(a) initial cooperation ratio = 0.4

(c) initial cooperation ratio = 0.73

(b) initial cooperation ratio =0.69

(d) initial cooperation ratio =0.8

Figure 15: Ratio of cooperators as function of iterations. Continuous model with A = 1 and
Si{0) = 0 or 1; Neighborhood depth is 10.
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(a) initial cooperation ratio = 0

(c) initial cooperation ratio = 0.69

(d) initial cooperation ratio =0.65

(d) initial cooperation ratio =0.8

Figure 16: Ratio of cooperators as function of iterations. Continuous model with A = 1 and
Si{0) = 0 or 1; Neighborhood depth is 1.

(a) initial cooperation ratio = 0.4

(c) initial cooperation ratio = 0.58

(b) initial cooperation ratio =0.53

(d) initial cooperation ratio =0.69

Figure 17: Ratio of cooperators as function of iterations. Continuous model with A = 0.1 and
5,(0) = 0 or 1; Neighborhood depth is 10.
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0.69, 0.73, 0.8. The total number of Agents was 10,000, and the initial states of the Agents were
Si{0) = 0 or 1. The Agents were distributed randomly across the lattice.

It was proved previously that the discrete and the continuous Pavlovian models with A = 1
and Si{0) = 0 or 1 are identical. Figures 14 and 15 show that the results remain the same. Figures
15 (a) to (d) are the graphical outputs of the results obtained from experiments of the discrete
Pavlovian model of [13], while Figures 16 (a) to (d) are the graphical outputs of the results obtained
by our experiments of the corresponding continuous Pavlovian model. In the continuous model,
the neighborhood depths of all Agents were the same and were equal to 10. In the discrete model,
the neighborhood of all Agents was the entire society.
For both models, when the initial cooperation ratio was less than or equal to 0.695, the ratio of
cooperators converged to a value around 0.18; when the initial cooperation ratio was larger than
0.695, the ratio of cooperators converged to a different value depending on the initial probability
of cooperation.
We also compared the results of the continuous model with A = 1 and 5j(0) = 0 or 1 and
unit neighborhood depth, with the results of Figure 3 in [11], which had a 1-layer neighborhood.
Figures 16(a) to (d) show the graphical outputs of our experiments, with initial cooperation ratios
of 0, 0.65, 0.69, and 0.8, respectively. They have the same pattern and approximately the same
limit values as shown in the graphs in Figure 3 of [11].
4.4.4

The stochastic continuous model

In the previous experiments, the Pavlovian Agents had only two states: 0 and 1. In the general
case of the continuous model, an Agent can have an unlimited number of states within the range
of [0,1]. Consider the case when A = 0.1, and S'j(O) = 0 or 1. Figure 17 shows the time series of
the ratio of cooperators with initial cooperation ratios 0.4, 0.53, 0.58, and 0.69. When the initial
cooperation ratio is less than 0.58, the ratio converges approximately to 0.25. When it is greater
than 0.58, the ratios converge to different values depending on the initial ratio. In Figures 17
(a)-(d), the neighborhood depth was chosen as 10. Note that Figure 17(a) is the same as Figure
12(b).
It is more realistic to chose 5,(0) = 0.5 for all i . In other words, the initial states of all Agents
are neutral. The Agents still have their own initial probabilities Pi{0) of cooperation, so the initial
cooperation ratio was calculated during the first iteration. For a more simple case, we can assume
that all Agents have the same Pj(0) , as we assumed in the previous experiments. During the first
iteration, the Agents updated their probability of cooperation, Pi{l), according to equation (9),
and then updated their states 5j(l).
As was discussed earlier in equations (9) and (10), two uniform random numbers were generated
and used to determine if the state of Agent i increases or decreases. Then the initial cooperation
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(C) /^.(0)=0.55

(d) 7^(0) =0.8

Figure 18: Ratio of cooperators as function of iterations.

(a) initial cooperation ratio =0.2

(c)

(b) initial cooperation ratio =0.5

initial cooperation ratio =0.6

Figure 19; Results of the deterministic model when ^2(1) = 1; Reward function is equation (16).
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ratio was calculated. Figure 18 shows the ratio of cooperators as the functions of simulation steps.
When Pi(0) < 0.54, the ratio converged to a limit of about 0.25. This result is the same as
obtained in the previous case of only two possible states. However, if Pi(0) > 0.55 then the limit
value became different than that obtained in the previous case.
4.4.5

The deterministic continuous model

The results of the experiments of the deterministic model (Figure 19) show that the ratio of
cooperators converges to limit values that are very similar to those obtained in the stochastic
model with high-frequency oscillations. The initial states of all Agents were chosen as 5i(0) = 0.5
in this experiment.

4.5

Greedy Agents

An experiment of the continuous model with greedy Agents was also conducted and the results
were compared to the discrete model. The reward functions were C(x) = x and D{x) = 1.65a:; 50%
of Agents had initial states 0.3, and the remaining 50% had initial states 0.7; the neighborhood
depth was 1. Figure 20 shows the animation graphs of the evolution of the Agents' states. Because
the Agents imitated those who had the largest reward in their neighborhood, the state types (0.3
and 0.7) do not change during the simulation, only their ratio changes.
Figure 20 (a) shows the initial states of the randomly distributed Agents. After the first
iteration, most of the Agents either updated to or remained in state 0.3 because of the higher
reward of the D{x) function computed in the first iteration. After the second iteration, only a few
Agents had state 0.7. At the third iteration, the population of the Agents with state 0.7 began to
grow. This behavior can be observed from Figures 20 (d) to (i).
Four small green groups, viewed as 'seeds' can be observed. The growths of the green Agents
originate from these 'seeds' after the 3'''' iteration. If the seed was not on the environment's
boundary initially, the growth was symmetric (see the three growth groups on the right side of the
environment). Surprisingly, most of the Agents then had state 0.7, and the average state of the
society converged to a value of 0.65. Figure 21 shows the time series of the average state of the
society.
If the initial states of the Agents were chosen as either 0 or 1, then the model was equivalent
to the discrete model. Figure 22 shows the graphs of the states and time series of society's average
state for the same reward functions; 50% of Agents had zero initial states, 50% of Agents had
unit initial states, and the neighborhood depth was 1. The average state converged to a limit
approximately equal to 0.3. Comparing this result to Figure 21, the average state of the latter
experiment not only converged to a different value, but also had oscillations.
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Another experiment was conducted to compare our simulation with Figure 6 of [11]. The Time
series of the average state is shown in Figure 23. In this experiment, 90% of Agents had initial state
0.7, 10% of Agents had initial state 0.3, and the neighborhood depth was 1. The reward functions
were the same as those used in the greedy agents experiment reported in [11]. The average state
converged to approximately 0.59, and the rate of convergence was very fast in the simulation. This
behavior is quite different than the corresponding results obtained in [11].

5

Conclusion

In this paper, A^-person prisoner's dilemma was examined, where each agent was assumed to be a
mixture of six major personality types, and their state space was continuous. If continuous time
scales are assumed, then the dynamism of the society can be modelled by a system of nonlinear
ordinary differential equations. In the case of discrete time scales, our model was formulated as a
system of difference equations.
An agent based simulation process was developed and applied to describe the dynamic changes
in the structure of the society, as well as to analyze the long-term behavior of the agents.
In certain special cases, our continuous model is equivalent to the discrete state models discussed
earlier in the literature; therefore the results are the same. In general, the continuous state models
generate different answers than the corresponding discrete state models. The main reasons of this
discrepancy can be summarized as follows:
• The states of Agents in model (9) & (10) are continuous, while the states in any discrete
model are either 0 or 1.
• Our model could be deterministic or stochastic, depending on the choice of function /2;
however the discrete model is always stochastic.
• Our program 'Decision' has only limited neighborhood depth, while the neighborhood depth
in [11] could be anything from 1 to the entire society. Because of the consideration of
simulation efficiency, the maximum neighborhood depth in program 'Decision' is 50. As all
function forms can be entered by the user, the calculations are much slower than those in
Dilemma ([10]), where all function forms are fixed and cannot be changed.
• The update of state in the continuous model depends on the Agent's previous state, and the
new state can be any value between 0 and 1. In contrast, the update of state in the discrete
model can be only change from 0 to 1, from 1 to 0, or remain unchanged.
• Our simulation method gives a much more refined description of the structure of the society
than was previously possible with only the 0 or 1 state values. The dependence of the long-
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term behavior of society on different function types and changing parameter values, as well
as with the possible relocation of the agents, will be the subject of our future research.
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Figure 20: Animation of the experiment with Greedy Agents 50% of Agents had initial states 0.3;
50% of Agents had initial states 0.7.

Figure 21; Time series of the average state of the experiment with Greedy Agents. 50% of Agents
have initial states of 0.3; 50% of Agents have initial states of 0.7.
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(a)

(b)

Graph of states

Time series of the average state

Figure 22: Graphs of states and time series of society's average state. 50% of Agents have initial
states of 0 and 50% of Agents have initial states of 1.

Figure 23: Time series of the average state of the greedy Agents experiment. 90% of Agents have
initial states of 0.7; 10% of Agents have initial states of 0.3, the neighborhood depth is 1.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Membership campaigns of pubhc radio stations are examined by using agent based sim
ulation methodology. This methodology is an often used IT technology, which has been
intensively applied in examining social phenomena involving a large number of individu
als. Discrete time scale is assumed and at each time period each agent randomly decides
on possible pledging and on the pledged amount. Eight motivation types are considered
and each agent is assumed to have a mixture of these motivations. The organizers of
the membership drive might use company matching funds, those offered by individuals
as well as recognizing agents with sufficiently large donations by gifts and by mention
ing their names in the program to increase donations. Our simulation study shows how
the campaign process depends on the motivation of the agents, on the manipulations of
the organizers, on the wealth of the community and on model parameters. Based on the
findings of this work, membership drives can be made more efficient in the future.
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1 Introduction
Complicated social phenomena involving large number of individuals are very often mod
eled by using agent based simulation. This method is a common IT technique, which
helps to find the solution to a large variety of problems arising in the social sciences and
economics. For example, Szilagyi and Szilagyi (2000), Szilagyi (2003), Zhao et al. (2004)
have examined A?'-person prisoner's dilemma with discrete and continuous state spaces.
In this paper a similar methodology is applied to examine fund raising processes.
Public goods have been intensively studied recently in social experiments because they
are good examples of many social dilemmas. In this paper, we will model and simulate a
special public goods problem, the membership campaign of public radio stations. Radio
station campaign has some particular properties. 1) It is a special kind of charitable giving
and can be seen as a pure pubhc goods problem. According to the definition in Sandler
(1992), public goods that has the properties of both nonrivalry and nonexcludability is a
pure public goods. Nonrivalry means that the goods consumed by one individual will not
detracting from the consumption opportunities of others. Nonexcludability means once
the public goods is provided, it is provided to all individuals and no one can be excluded
from enjoying it. Public radio is clearly a nonrivalry public goods because no one needs
to compete with others for the enjoyment of the programs, and it is also nonexcludable
because once the programs are on the air the listeners can enjoy it regardless they con
tributed or not. 2) Donating to the campaign is voluntary to all listeners, there is no
punishment for not contributing. Because of these properties, some potential contributors
may not donate at all. 3) It can also be considered as a threshold public goods, since if
the accumulated amount reaches a certain threshold then the public goods will be pro
vided, otherwise the pubhc goods will not be provided. 4) The process is dynamic: the
total amounts of pledges are announced repeatedly during the campaign period; potential
contributors make decisions after they receive this information. 5) Potential contributors
have a wide range of wealth. Therefore they have a large variety of donating amounts.
Some people believe that by paying tax they have already helped to provide public goods
and do not contribute for any particular one. We will not include people with this attitude
in our model.
For each public radio station campaign, there are people who do not send money at
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all, but there are many others who pledge voluntarily. Why do people pledge to a public
radio campaign?
Economists and sociologist usually study public goods and examine motivations by
offering certain theories and doing public goods experiments. Up to now, there are three
main mechanism theories developed to study public goods; traditional utility theory (freeriding theory), altruism and impure altruism theory, and reciprocity. These three main
mechanisms will be reviewed later in this section. Public goods experiment is used to
test the correctness of theories, the effects of model variables, and to find phenomena or
behavior that need to be explained. The public goods experiment should be conducted
in a controlled environment with designed institutions (Kagel and Roth, 1995), where the
number of participating people cannot be very large. In the experiments, at the beginning
the participants receive a certain amount of token (usually the same amount), and they
have to chose how much they want to put into their own accounts or into a pool account.
The experiments are usually conducted in a lab.
As for any charity, the theories of motivations are based on the general mechanisms
of pure public goods (Andreoni, 1998). The experiments on charitable giving includ
ing public radio campaign are designed also to test the effect of model variables in
the increase of pledged amounts (List and Reiley, 2002) (such as money seed, rebate
etc). Some surveys were also published in which individuals were asked about their
reasons to pledge. One of the most important surveys was conducted by a team of
the University of California, Irvine in 1997 about personal motivations for charitable
giving. It presents statistics showing the nature of people with different motivations
(http://data.lib.uci.edu/ocas/1997/report/97chartt.html). Among the studied motiva
tions, two items, 'those with more should help' and 'giving back to society' are above
38% of the cases, and are on top positions. These motivations are actually included into
altruism, which is one of the public goods theories.
Before introducing our model, we will briefly review the main mechanisms of contri
butions to public goods.
1.1

Free-Riding Behavior

Since the radio program as a public goods is nonexcludable, those people who do not
pledge also can benefit from this public goods without contributing. In the campaign
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process, since pledging is voluntary, rational individuals have the opportunity to relay
on others' contributions without being excluded from enjoying the radio programs. This
attitude is called the free-riding behavior, and it is usually a fundamental problem in
traditional public goods utility theory, in which purely self-interested rational individuals
try to maximize their own utilities (Daews et al., 1997). Free-riding theory is inconsistent
with reahty and also with the results of economic experiments (Croson, 1996; Marwell and
Ames, 1979). Pree-riding theory predicts that nobody would contribute anything under
the assumption that all players are 'rational'. Equivalently, the rational player in reality
is 'egoistic'. According to the free-riding theory, if everybody in the community is pure
egoistic, then nobody will pledge. This is not the situation in public radio campaigns;
however we cannot deny that in public radio campaigns there are many fee riders. Preeriding theory of public goods is not convincible to explain pubhc goods motivation, but
the free-riding behavior cannot be eliminated in public radio campaigns because of the
campaign's nonexcludable nature and the involvement of a large number of people.
1.2

Voluntary Contribution Mechanism Theory

Except the traditional public goods utility theory, the motivations in public goods are
also analyzed as special decision mechanisms such as pure altruism (Becker, 1974), im
pure altruism (Andreoni, 1989; Andreoni, 1990) and reciprocity (Sugden, 1984). All these
models describe voluntary contribution mechanisms (VCM). In the pure and impure altru
ism theories, welfare levels of others are included as an argument in the individual's utility
function. In these models, each individual is endowed with a certain amount of money
Ei and the individual can chose an amount gi < Ei to contribute into the public account
and to put xi = Ei — gi to its own account. Pure altruism assumes that the individuals
maximize their utilities Ui{xi,Y), where Y is the total supply of public goods that is a
function of the total contribution. Impure altruism theory assumes that individuals have
a trade off between private and public goods, so it is a combination of 'egoistic' behavior
that generate free-riding and pure altruism (Andreoni, 1989). Each individual looks for
the maximum of its utility Ui{xi, Y,gi) •
In reciprocity theory, certain constraints are defined on the utility function requiring
that individuals must contribute more when others contribute more. Experimental results
reported in Croson (1996) support the reciprocity theory, but not the altruism and impure
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altruism theory.
In all these mechanisms, the pure public goods problem is modeled as an A''-player si
multaneous game. Utility functions are introduced, and it is assumed that every individual
knows the total contribution of others. The endowments and utility functions of different
individuals might be different, but the individual's characteristics are homogeneous and
their contributions are selected as their optimal choices. These games can be considered as
one-shot games or also as repeated games, however a public radio membership campaign
is actually a continuous process involving a large number of heterogeneous people with
different kinds of motivations.

1.3

Sequential Fundraising

Most earlier works are based on modeling the problem as a one-shot game, where the
donations are given simultaneously. The study of sequential public goods games assumes
that information is released repeatedly during the sequence. In Silverman et al. (1984)
it is reported that announcing individuals' names and their contribution amounts can
efficiently increase the amount of total contributions. Vesterlund (2003) proposed a model
to explain that the announcement of the 1st stage contributions helps to reveal the quality
of the public goods when the players do not have perfect information of its quality at the
beginning of the game. This kind of sequential fundraising is actually a two-stage game.
However, the duration of public radio campaigns (as well as the associated dynamic game)
is divided into many time periods and at the end of each period, information, such as the
total contribution amount, is announced. The environment and personal situation of the
potential contributors are changing in time; however, the quality of the public goods of
the radio programs is known by all players even before the campaign begins.

1.4

Continuous/Discrete Public Goods and Continuous/Discrete Con
tributions

Another way in classifying public goods is based on the divisibility of public goods and
the contributions. Croson (1998) classified the public goods studies into four major types
according to continuous or discrete public goods and continuous or discrete individual
contributions. In voluntary contribution mechanisms (VCM), the public goods are pro
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vided as continuously divisible quantities, and individual contributions are also given in
continuously divisible quantities. Another type of mechanisms is the provision point mech
anism (PPM). In PPM, the public goods and the individual contributions are both binary
(Goren, et al., 2003). Each individual contributes all or none of its endowment and if
the sum of all contributions reaches a certain known threshold then the public goods is
provided, otherwise not. Croson and Marks (2000) reported an experiment of threshold
public goods including both binary and continuous contributions. Most recent studies
have also examined the effect of seed money and refund in charitable giving (Bagnoli and
Lipman, 1989; Bagnoli and Mckeo, 1991; List and Reiley, 2002). In charitable giving, seed
money has a positive effect on the total pledged amount (List and Reiley, 2002); refund
can also increase contributions but not significantly (List and Reiley, 2002). Public radio
campaign as a particular charitable giving is a continuous contribution threshold public
goods.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and analyze a model, which captures the
different motivations of individuals in a radio station membership campaign.

We will

study collective actions derived from individual decisions in charitable giving, analyze and
explain certain phenomena in the campaign process, and based on our results we will
also offer suggestions for radio stations in designing future campaigns. The model will be
tested by simulation studies; the results of which will be then analyzed. The model can
be extended for broader use in other types of pure public goods that are similar to public
radio campaigns in many aspects.
In order to model heterogeneous players with different motivations and also to be able
to simulate the actions of a large number of participants, our model is agent-based. No
utility functions will be used in our model. In earlier studies utility functions were used
to find the optimal decisions of the players; however our model will divide the agents'
decision process into two stages: first they decide whether to pledge or not based on their
motivations, and then they decide the amount they pledge based on their wealth and
motivations. The campaign process will be simulated as a dynamic process during which
certain information will be announced repeatedly to the players and the agents' states will
be updated continuously.
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2

Methodology

The theoretical analysis of the radio station campaign problem with large number of
individuals is almost impossible because of the complexity of the problem and the large
number of individuals involved. Computer simulation is a good and precise alternative way
to study the problem. We will use an agent-based computer simulation method, in which
agents represent the individuals of the community. Agent-based computer simulation also
has been used to study A^-person Prisoners' Dilemma (PD) (Szilagyi, 2000; Szilagyi, 2003;
Zhao et al., 2004). In the agent-based PD model, each player is modeled as an agent who
has the ability to gather information and to make decision according to his/her personality.
Similarly, in our radio station campaign model (the model also can be used to study other
kinds of pure public goods), individual that represents a household will be considered as
an agent. One household may have more than one individuals who would like to pledge,
but they pledge as one household. An agent actually represents a head of a household who
has the decision on donations. The agents' personality types in pure public goods models
should be different from those in PD models. As it will be seen later in this chapter, eight
personality types will be introduced and used in the pure public goods model that were
not considered in examining PD models. Unlike PD, there is no punishment or reward
during or after the campaign process. The reward of the agents for donations is called the
'benefit' that they can receive only after the successful campaign. There is no punishment
to those who do not pledge.
Consider the situation when a radio station holds a membership campaign with a
specific goal (denoted by Goal) of total contribution planned for a specific time period L.
There are two kinds of contributors: individuals and societies or companies. Individuals
are listeners of the radio program enjoying the service. Companies are local firms, which
would like to help the community by supporting the public radio station in addition to
their tax benefits. Each individual can donate in the form of a membership pledge and
the companies usually contribute by directly giving money to the station or by matching
individuals' pledges. For example, they might double the pledges of all individuals working
for the company. Once the goal is achieved, the radio station will go back to regular
programming. If the goal is achieved earlier than planned, then the campaign will end
earlier than scheduled. Otherwise the campaign will continue and only partial regular
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program will be on the air until the goal is reached. If the campaign goal is reached, then
every individual can equally benefit from the radio program if he/she chooses to listen
to it no matter if he/she pledged or not. In this paper, we are interested in finding and
examining the essential factors that can help to achieve the campaign goals easier and
even making the campaigns shorter in time.
The number of agents is denoted by n. For any agent i , he/she has a certain personal
wealth and therefore a maximum amount of money W{i) that the agent could pledge.
If an individual gives a pledge, he/she may pledge a ratio of his/her wealth. For the
sake of simplicity, we assume that agents have their own decisions to give either nothing,
or a portion or all of his/her maximum amount W{i). The agent also has his/her own
particular personality and state. The state at each time period is the probability that
an agent pledges. We assume that after an agent gives a pledge, he/she will not donate
again in the rest of the campaign. An individual's personality usually changes in his/her
lifetime. However a radio campaign period is relatively short, so we assume that each
agent's personality remains constant throughout the whole campaign period, while his/her
state will be changed or updated in each simulation iteration.
Whether an agent pledges or not depends on three factors. The first is the agent's
personality, the second is the state of the agent and the third is a random factor. The
personality of each agent is a combination of several motivations to pledge. We will
consider the following possible reasons:
1. Agents will benefit from the radio program if the campaign is successfully completed.
2. Agents are more willing to help the station to reach short-term (hourly or daily)
smaller goals than the overall larger goal of the entire campaign.
3. Agents feel guilty by enjoying a service that others are paying for.
4. Agents value their reputation especially when their names are mentioned among
other people pledging to the station.
5. Agents feel good by contributing to public interest.
6. If the agent's company has a matching contribution.
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7. If there is a "challenge" that somebody has promised the station to double all con
tributions raised during a certain time period.
8. There is a gift given away to people pledging above a certain amount.
We can find these types of motivations in the previously reviewed studies. Type 5
is equivalent to pure altruism, agents with pure type 5 motivation care only about the
public goods; type 3 is a kind of fairness, the agent has an obligation to pledge if others do
so. Agent with only type 1 or 2 motivation considers his/her own benefit from the radio
programs. This kind of behavior is similar to pure rationality in traditional utility models
and such agents have the potential to become free-riders. They are however different in
the sense that the agents want the benefit from the radio program very much and therefore
they want to help the campaign to be successful and be finished as early as possible. If
they pledge, they may pledge an amount that they expected to pledge, but they may also
pledge much less than they are able or expect to pledge. Type 4 agents are interested
in their reputation. Reputation is studied in many works and it is also regarded as a
motivation for giving to public goods. Type 6 motivation should be combined with other
motivations since if an agent has no intention to give at all, the company's matching has
no effect on this agent's decision. We therefore assume it adds to the type 1 motivation.
Type 7 will influence the agents in the time they chose to pledge, and type 8 will have
influence on the pledged amounts. In this case the agent's expected pledged amount is on
the boundary of a range needed to receive the campaign gift.
Assume that any agent who might pledge has at least one of the above 1-8 moti
vations. We use characteristic coefficients to represent the single or mixed motivation
for the agent's contribution. Denote the characteristic coefficients of agent i by a vector
a{i) =

... ,a8{i))'^, where

< 1. If agent i has the kth{k = 1,2, ...,8)

motivation, then Q < ak{i) < 1- The particular coefficient ak {i) is the degree that agent
i has the kth motivation. Higher value of indicates that the agent has a larger degree of
motivation k. If agent i does not have the kth motivation, then afc(i) = 0. There are
certain restrictions among these coefficients because of the possible incompatibility among
some of them. For example, the constraint a3{i)a^{i) = 0 shows that types 3 and 5 cannot
exit simultaneously in agent i. All agents will be assumed to have a combination of the
major personality types.
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The state of the agent is modelled by a vector p(z, t ) = { p i { i , t ) , . . . ^ p s i h t ) ) ' ^ of prob
abilities, where the element

represents the probability that agent i pledges to the

station at time period t based on reason
The probability

that agent

i

k.

pledges at time period

t

because of considering

his/her own benefit, is a function of total campaign duration, amount still needed to be
raised during the remaining duration of the campaign, and time elapsed. We model this
motivation with function:

(1)
where g { t — l ) is the ratio of the total contribution given up to time period t — 1 compared
to the campaign Goal. Here we assume that the radio station will continue the campaign
until the goal is achieved. Hence, when t is in the normal campaign time period,

pi{i, t)

a product of time ratio t/L and not-achieved contribution ratio 1 — g{t — 1); when
the extended campaign time period, then tjL is always replaced by

L/t.

t

is

is in

Agents with pure

type 1 motivation consider only their own benefit from the public radio station programs
after the successful campaign. They are neither pure altruistic nor pure egoistic. They
care about the public goods only because they consider their own benefit. If they would
not benefit from the radio programs then they would not pledge at all either, hence they
do not have pure altruism. If they find out that there is a gap between campaign goal
and the total amount being pledged, then they might try to pledge to help, hence they
are not pure egoistic. At the beginning of the campaign they understand that they should
pledge if they do not want to lose the enjoyment of the radio program, however they still
might chose to wait to see what others are doing. The term tjL in model (1) is trying to
capture this feature. So it can be predicted that at the first few iterations, if there is no
other type agents, the possibility that type 1 agents pledge is very low. From this model
we can also predict that if the scheduled campaign period ends with a small contribution
ratio

g{t)

then these agents have a high possibility to pledge; and if

might chose not to pledge. Term

L/t,

g{t)

is large, they

when t > L, tries to model the tendency that when

the original campaign deadline is passed and still the goal is not met, the agents start
losing their confidence in the value of the public goods and therefore the probability to
pledge decreases in time because they do not want to waste their money on a possible
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unsuccessful campaign and on a worthless public goods.
The probability

of pledging as the result of a reasonable short-term smaller

goal is calculated as

mm{p'^{i ) , { l - g s { k , t - l ) ) }

'=
if t L s o { k )

k=l,...,K.

(2)

The parameters are as follows. K is the selected number of short terms during the
campaign. The whole campaign period L is divided evenly into K smaller intervals. In
each short-term period k {k =

there is a short-term goal Goalsik), and at

time t — 1 , g s { k , t — 1) shows the proportion of the k t h short-term goal being achieved
up to time period t — 1. The starting time of the kth short-term period is denoted by
Lso{k) = ^ • {k — 1) + 1. At the starting time of a short-term period, each agent has an

initial probability to pledge ^2(^1^))

in the later iterations, the probability of agent

i to pledge will depend on how the short-term goal is achieved. The short-term goal is

given by
Goal - EGives(j)

where G i v e s { j ) denotes the total pledged amount before the current short-term starts.
The probability P3{i,t) of pledging because of a guilty feeling is considered to be
proportional to g(t — 1). This guilty feeling can also be interpreted as a fairness feeling,
however it is a little different. If an agent's motivation is only pure fairness, then the
agent should definitely pledge when all others do and should not pledge when no others
do. So the probability of pledging should be proportional to the ratio of people pledged
in the whole population. The agents however do not have this information, but they will
know the total amount being contributed to the campaign after each iteration. An agent
with the guilty feeling wants the public goods being provided, and if it is provided they
do not want to enjoy it freely. When g{t — 1) increases, then the agents develop more
confidence that the radio programs will be provided and their probability of pledging
increases accordingly.
It can be predicted that by selecting only g { t — 1) as the pledging probability p3(i,t),
no agent will pledge if all agents in the community have pure type 3 motivation. During
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the first iteration, the agents do not know whether other agents pledge or not and how
much they pledge.

Some agents therefore might assume that the public goods will be

provided anyway and so they pledge already at the very beginning. This behavior can be
interpreted as the result of an initial guilt. This initial guilt can be taken into account by
defining

P3(i, t) = min{p(t - 1) + pl{i), 1}.

(3)

The probability P4{i,t) of pledging because of considering own reputation depends
on the chance that agent

Vs

name will be announced during the campaign.

Assume

that during every iteration, some donating agents' names are mentioned in the program.
The agents whose names are mentioned are either those whose pledges are higher than a
specified amount (denoted by

G)

or on the top in contributed amounts. We assume that

from the announcements the agents know the smallest pledged amount necessary for name
announcement (denoted by
amount

GA{t — 1)

GA{t)).

At time

agent

i

compares the announced smallest

to his/her maximum possible pledge abihty W{i) to see whether he/she

is able to contribute as much as is needed for his/her name to be mentioned. If the
maximum is sufficient, then he/she has a chance for his/her name to be announced, in
which case p4{i,t) = C4{i), otherwise

— 0:

cl{i)
Pi{i,t)

—

<

if i = 1

c^[i)

if

GA{t

— 1) <

W(i)

and i > 1

0

if

GA{t

— 1) >

W{i)

and

(4)

t>\

where 0 < C4(i) < 1 is generated for each agent and kept constant through the campaign
period. Similarly to

there is an initial probability p1{i), which is proportional to

the agent's confidence of his/her name to be mentioned at the first

iteration. It will

be supplied by users in the simulation. 04(1) is not selected as 1 because we wanted to
introduce randomness into the model. The randomness aspect will be explained later.
The user also provides an initial value for minimum contribution

G being sufficient for

the

agent's name to be mentioned. This threshold changes in time as follows. The user also
supplies a positive integer m such that if
pledged during time period

t — 1, then

gm{t

— 1) is the lowest of the top

m

donations
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GA{t) = msix{G,gm{t - 1)}.
The probabiUty P5(i) that agent i pledges because of good feeling, is considered a
function of g{t) throughout campaign drive. Behavior of agents with this motivation is
similar to altruism and they desire to help the campaign to be successful. At the first
iteration, agents have an initial probability to pledge, and in later iterations, their pledge
probabilities should be proportional to 1 — g{t):

where p^{i) is an initial probability of P5(i) of agent i.
P6{i,t) is a value being proportional to pi{i,t) if agent i's company will double the
employees' pledges, otherwise p&{i,t) = 0. Type 6 motivation has no relation to the
individual's reputation. An altruistic individual will pledge regardless of his/her company
matches pledges or not. Company matching might have however an affect on agents with
guilty feeling because it increases the chance of providing the public radio programs. For
the sake of simplicity, we consider only the combination of motivations of type 1 and type
6, so in our study we selected

where CD{i) = 1 if and only if the company of agent i will match his/her contribution.
The probability P7{i,t) that agent i pledges at time t, if there is a challenge during
this period, is time variant and given as follows:

where 0 < ci{i) < 1 is generated for each agent and kept constant through the campaign
period; CL{t) is a challenge indicator with possible values 1 and 0 showing if there is a
challenge or not. Unlike P6{i, t), which increases the probabihty of pledging in all iterations,
P7{i, t)increases the probability only at time periods when there is a challenge.
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Motivation of type 8 does not affect the pledging probabilities; it has, however, a
large influence on the pledged amount. Therefore in computing the overall probability of
pledging for the agents with this type of motivation is not including in the formulation.
The overall probability of pledging, denoted by

P{i, t), is the linear combination of the

above described seven probabilities, so it is the product of the coefficient vector
(ai(i),... ,a7(i)) and the probability vector p(i) =

a{i) =

• • • ,P7ii))^-

P{i,t) = o^{i) •p{i,t).
The third factor of the simulation process is its randomness. If
will definitely pledge at time i, however if 0 <

P{i, t) = 1, then agent i

P{i, t) < 1, then whether

not depends on a generated uniform random factor

u{i,t).

If P ( i , i)

agent

i

pledges or

> u{i,t), then

agent i

will pledge, otherwise he/she will not. This randomness is used to model situations when
an agent chooses to wait, hesitates, makes mistake, or has limited ability of processing
information.
When an agent decides to pledge

{P{i,t) >

the next step is to decide on

the pledged amount. The agent first calculates his/her expected contribution, and then
the actual pledge is decided randomly. Assume agents know the total population of the
community. The expected contribution of agent

i

is modeled as a linear combination of

his/her personality coefficients:

m=

+ ^ + asw) W{i) +

+ ai{{)GA{t - 1)

(8)

Type 1 or 2 agents will not give their maximum amounts, but reserve some units.
They care only about their benefit after a successful campaign. It is also possible that
the campaign will not be successful even though they help. The coefficient 1/2 is used
to take this reservation feeling into account. We may use other values, however, '1/2'
selected is based on the finding in Kagel and Roth (1995) which shows that in economic
experiments usually about one half of the total tokens of all participants were given to
the pool account. Agents with pure type 3 motivation concern about fairness and wish
that everybody in the community pledge equally, so he/she divides the overall

Goal by

the

total population as his/her fair share to contribute. Agents with pure type 4 motivation
use the previously announced total amount of pledges

GA(t

— 1) as a reference. Agents
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with type 5 motivation give their maximum amount W{i). Type 6 and 7 motivations are
assumed to have no influence on the expected pledges.
Based on the decided expected donation E{i)^ agent

i

will give the actual pledged

amount, which may be higher or lower than the expected value. In this way, model
uncertainty is also taken into account. The actual pledge Give(i) is a normally distributed
random value with mean E{i) and standard deviation 0.1£'(i). When the agent has type 8
motivation, he/she might pledge a higher amount than randomly generated. Assume there
is only one type of gift offered in the campaign and it is given for any amount pledged not
less than G-Gift. Type 8 agent compares his/her generated pledge Give{i) to G-Gift. If
Give{i) > G-Gift, then the agent does not increase Give{i). Otherwise he/she calculates
the ratio

, and if this ratio is less than agii), then the agent increase his/her

generated amount Give{i) to G-Gift. Here a8{i) is a user supplied constant.
The total pledge PT{t) that the radio station obtains up to time period t is the sum
of all individual pledges, company matching, and challenge matches:
PT{i) = PT{t — 1) + ^ Give{i, t) +
all i
where M is the set of agents with matching companies;
f Si Give{i, t) if
Give{i, t) < CH{t) and CL{t) = 1
C\t) = \
[
CH{t)
if Ei Give{i, t) > CH{t) and CL{t) = 1
D{i,t) is the matching amount of agent i's company, which is assumed to be Give(i,t) in
the simulation study; and C{t) models the condition that the amount being pledged in
time period t is matched up to CH{t) in the case of a challenge.

3

Simulation Study

At the beginning of the simulation, the maximum pledged amount of each agent W{i) is
generated. W{i) is a uniformly distributed random value in interval [0,20], so 20 units
is the maximum amount that agent i could pledge. Initial probability values p{i, 0) and
all relevant constants are given by the users. During each simulation step, the agent
first updates his/her pledging probabilities

Pi

{i,t) based on equations (1) — (7). Whether

the agent will pledge or not and at which iteration the agent will actually give his/her
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pledge depends on the probability value P{i,t) and a random value
P{i,t) >

If at time t,

then agent i will pledge at this iteration step, otherwise the agent will

decide to wait. The higher the value of P{i,t) is, the more probability the agent will
pledge. Each agent can pledge at most once during the whole process. If an agent pledged
at time t, then he/she will not be considered during any later time periods as a potential
agent to pledge again.
We will first study situations when the agents have pure characteristics, that is, when
for a value of A:, 0 < afe(i) < 1 and cxj{i) — 0 for all j

k. Combinations of types 1 and

6, and also combinations of types 1 and 7 will be examined later.
3.1

Type 1 Agents

Agents always pledge a positive amount. This makes the total pledge of the community
increase until it converges. This can be observed from one of the simulations (Figure 1) in
which the number of agents was 1000; the goal of the campaign was 1000, and ai(i) = 0.5.
In the case of campaign length of 100 iterations, the sum of the maximal possible pledges
of the community was 10042, so the goal was much lower than this amount. At the end
of the campaign, 100% of the goal was met and 40.2% of the agents gave money. The
maximum pledge was 5.74, and the average pledge was 2.5. Comparing it to the maximum
value 20 and average 10, the agents gave only a small amount, and 59.8% of the agents
still did not contribute. We will next examine the pattern in Figure 1 when the number
of agents, time length of campaign, and the Goal are varied.
3.1.1

Effect of the campaign time period and goal

Some experiments have been done to study the effect of the campaign length. In Figure 1.,
the pledged amount increased faster at the beginning when the length of campaign period,
L, changed from 200, 100, 50, to 20. Independently of the value of L, the total amount
of pledges converged around to the same value-the goal. In all these cases with different
campaign period lengths, the goals were easily met before the campaign deadline. The
maximum possible amounts of pledges, W{i), were uniformly distributed in the interval
[0,20], hence the average value of W is around 10. The sum of W values or the maximum
total amount that the community could pledge was about lOn. In these cases {n = 1000),
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the maximum amount that the community could pledge was 10,000, which was much
higher than the goal. Even though every agent had only half motivation of being interested
in benefit, ai(i) = 0.5, the goal still could be met. We can call the maximum amount
that the community can pledge the pledging capability of the community. Clearly, if the
pledging capability is much larger than the campaign goal, the goal can be met before the
campaign deadline. The campaign time period should be short such that the goal can be
achieved quickly.
The
When

Goal

Goal

in the above cases was far less than the pledging capability of the society.

changes, especially when

Goal

becomes larger than the pledging capability of

the community, then a new situation occurs. If the

Goal

is selected as 10,000, which is

around the society's capability, and we chose ai(i) = 0.5 for all

i, then this

goal is much

higher than the sum that the agents would like to pledge. The simulation results given in
Figure 2. show that if

L

is less than 100, then the campaign is assumed to be extended

after the deadline. It is interesting to note that 100% of the agents gave a donation, and
all the processes converged to a limit around 2, 500.
Comparing Figure 1., in which the goal was less than the society's capability, to Figure
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2., in which the goal was higher, we observe that the campaign goal can be reached in
the first case and it cannot be met in the second case. The money accumulating process
becomes much more flat than in the first case (with the same campaign time length).
Notice also that in Figure 2., as

L increases, the money accumulating process also becomes

more fiat. The advantage of reporting an unrealistic high value of the

Goal

is that 100%

of the agents will contribute.

3.1.2

Effect of the number of agents

Figure 3. shows the comparison of the results when the number of agents was varied.
When the number of agents is small, the pledge gaining process is not smooth as shown in
Figure 3. The number of agents actually reflects the pledging capability of the community.
When the number of agents increases, the community capability also become larger, and
if the goal is much less than the capability then the goal can be met faster. When
small, for example,

n = 20, then no agent

n is very

pledges at the first few iterations and therefore

the goal cannot be met.
It is interesting to study the pattern of the number of pledging agents as a function
of time. In both cases illustrated in Figure 4., the number of pledging agents at the very
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beginning is very small, but it increases until a peak then decreases back. No matter if the
goal is larger or much less than the community capability, the patterns are always similar.

3.1.3 When campaign is extended
When community capability is large but ai{i) is small, it is sometimes hard to meet the
goal in the given time period and so the campaign has to be extended. Figure 5. shows
the cases when

L

is selected as 30, 40 or 70. The campaign goal cannot be met in the

given campaign period, so the campaigns are extended. The campaign with shorter preset
period

3.2

L

will gain pledges faster.

Type 2 Agents

If a total campaign goal is divided into many smaller goals, then it is relatively faster to
meet the final goal as is shown in Figure 6.(a) which is the results of experiments with
parameters 02(i) = 1, n = 1000,

L = 30, and Goal

= 4000. The goal is much less than the

community pledging capability. Every short-term period is set fixed as 3 iterations, hence
there are 10 short-terms. The dotted line is the result when the total

Goal is used and the

agents have pure type 1 motivation (Q:I(Z) = 1), and the solid hnes are the results when
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6: n = 1000, L = 30, K = 10, a2(i) = 1, compared
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ai{i) =

1.
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the short-term smaller goal is used but with different initial probability values

p%{i)-

The

results show that the pledging processes with short-term goals consist of several jumps
each of which is followed by a flat

segment. In the experimental results shown in Figure

6.(a), the process of short-term goal with P2{i) = 0.1 is finished

only a couple iterations

earlier than the process shown with the dashed line. We need to consider, however, the
fact that the campaign time period was evenly divided into short-term periods and in
many cases the short-term goal was reached before the end of the period, but the process
had to wait until the end. If the short-term period is considered to be finished

once the

short-term goal is met, the whole process will become much faster.
Figure 6.(6) shows cases when the goals are higher than what the agents would like
to pledge. Campaigns with pure type 2 agents and high initial probabilities accumulate
pledges much faster at the beginning of the campaign than the ones with pure type 1
agents. Notice that the case with low initial probability does not have this advantage.
At the later part of the campaign, the two kinds of campaign processes convergence to
similar values. The total community pledging capability is 5,000, the results all converge
around to this value. Small incensement after the third short term in Figure 6.(6) can be
observed since the community capability becomes small as only a few agents remained in
the community who did not pledge yet before the third short-term.
The first short-term goal is a very large amount, 1,000. With a small initial probabihty
of P2{i) = 0.1, there are relatively few agents pledging and therefore the short-term goal
is hard to meet in this period. At the end of the first

short-term period, the short-term

goal is not met; therefore the later short-term goals become even higher.
Figure 7. shows how the pledging process changed when the initial probability p^ii)
varied from 0.1 to 0.5. When P2{i) increases, then the pledge amount accumulate faster.
The main conclusion is as follows. When the organizers find

out that the campaign

pledge accumulation slows down then they might need to announce a short-term period
with a short-term goal to make a breakthrough. If there are still agents, who have the
motivation of short-term goal and have not yet pledged, then they will pledge with very
high probability at the next short-term period resulting in a jump of the pledged amount.
We can also notice that if the short-term goal is already met during its first

iteration, then

the agents in the community must have high initial probabilities P2{i)- If the community
capability is much higher than the short-term goal, then the station might consider in-
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creasing the goal for the next short-term period. If after several iterations, the short-term
goal still cannot be met, it signals that the present short-term goal is too high for the
society.

3.3

Type 3 Agents

The parameters for the experiments of this kind of agents are set as:
0:3(1) = 1, and

n

Goal = 1000, L = 10,

varies between 100 and 2,000. The initial probabilities of agents, who

feel guilty for enjoying a service that others are paying for, were given as P3(i) = 0.1.
When the number of agents increases from 100 to 2,000, the community capability also
becomes much larger than the goal. The pledged amount converges to a larger value,
but unfortunately the goal can never be met (Figure 8.). An increase in the number of
agents does not increase the limit values much (when n changes from 500 to 2,000, pledged
amounts only increased about 30). When 03(1) is selected smaller, then the process also
becomes slower.

Agents with motivation by guilty feeling usually wait to see how the

campaign is developing, and if they pledge then they pledge a 'reasonable' amount by
assuming that everybody pledges equally. Those who have the ability to contribute but
only give a very small amount are a kind of 'free-riders.' Agents motivated by guilt can
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easily become free riders especially when the number of agents becomes larger.
When p^{i) changes from 0.01 to 0.3 as shown in Figure 9., the pledged amount in
the first iteration increases and the accumulating process becomes faster. In one of the
experiments (Figure 10.) we also observed the effect of changing goals: ^(5) = 0.9757 for

Goal —

1000, and

g{7) = 0.8098

as

Goal —

8000. The limit becomes smaller as the goal

is increased.

3.4

Type 4 Agents

Announcing the name of a contributing agent is used to represent the increase of his/her
r e p u t a t i o n . F i g u r e 11. shows t h e c o m p a r i s o n o f t h e pledge a c c u m u l a t i o n process w h e n

G

changes from 5 to 18. G is a constant given by the users and it is used to help to decide the
value of

GA{t).

During each iteration

t,

this

G value

is compared to the smallest pledged

amount of the top 20% pledges in this iteration step, and
The initial value
11.(a), we select

P4(i)
C4(i)

GA is selected as

= 0.1 is chosen. To see the effect of the constant
as 0.8, and in Figure 11.(6),

04(1)

as 0.5. When

the larger one.

04(2), in Figure

04(1)

decreases, the

process becomes smoother and takes more time to converge, but the process converging
patterns remain the same. Figure 11. also shows the pledge accumulation process when
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— 0.1

the required minimum pledged amount is G, above which the contributor's name might
be announced, changes from 5 to 15 then to 18. Even though G = 5 is 5 units less than
G = 10, the process did not improve much, but when G increases 3 more units from
G = 15 to G = 18, then there is a 1,000 unit difference in the limit values. In addition,
in Figure 11. all processes seem to have two parts; each has a fast accumulating period
then a flat period. The flat part is generated because the threshold GA increases in each
iteration until it became so high that only a few or no agents would like to pledge. Those
who are wealthy have very high probability to pledge during the first part of the process.
At the end of the fiat period the threshold is dropped to a lower value, and those who are
less wealthy now have high probability to pledge.
The value of Goal has no affect on agents with type 4 motivation. If the campaign
length is fixed but the number of agents changes from 100 to 1,000 (shown in Figure 12.),
then the process converges to a larger value.
Figure 13. shows how the process changes when p1{i) changes from 0.1 to 0.8. The
sum of pledges at the first iteration with higher value of p^ii) is much higher than that
with lower p^{i). The accumulating processes are very similar, however, the one with
larger p1{i) value will converge to a higher limit.
Figure 14. shows that changes in the top percentile value from 10% to 30% result in
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only a small difference in the accumulating process.
3.5

Type 5 Agents

If an agent feels good for pledging to a radio station, his/her p5{i) value changes with
g{t — 1) throughout the process. In an experiment, we let p^{i) = 0.1 and a5{i) = 1.
This is the case when all agents have pure motivation by feeling good to pledge, and
they know that the campaign takes more than one iteration. It is hard to estimate which
ratio of agents have pure type 5 motivation and pledge during the very first iteration
in reality. In our simulation, we assume that each agent has 10% probability to pledge
during the first iteration. If the number of agents is large enough, then about 10% of
the population pledge during the first iteration. After the first iteration, the agents will
know the value of g showing how the campaign is developing, and so they will decide to
pledge or not depending on their beliefs whether the campaign needs their help or not.
From our simulation result we see that if agents do not pledge at the first iteration and
the goal is less than the community capability, then they pledge right away in the second
iteration, and the goal is met right away. Total pledge might become much higher than
the campaign goal if the community is wealthy. If the goal is set around or less than the
community capability, then some agents pledge in the second iteration, and if the goal is
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still not met, then a few more agents will pledge during later iterations until the end of
the campaign. The effect of changing the value of Goal is observed in Figure 15. Even
though the goal is unreasonably increased much higher than the community capability,
agents still pledge. Increasing the goal can make the money accumulating process faster at
the beginning. A similar situation occurs when a5(z) is less than 1. When 05(2) decreases,
the pledged amount decreases.
When p^{i) increases, the pledged amount in the first iteration increases accordingly,
and from the second iteration the accumulating patterns are the same as shown in Figure
15.
3.6

Type 6 Agents

If an agent's company will match his/her pledge, then the agent's probabihty of pledging
will increase. In the following experiments, the agents' probability P{i, t) of pledging will
be increased by the amount of aQ{i) •pQ{i,t) where

is chosen to be equal to

When the agents are mixtures of type 1 and type 6, and their expected pledged amounts do
not decrease, the campaign process converges much faster and the total pledged amount
increases. We studied the affect of the percentage of agents in the community whose
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Figure 16: n = 1000, L = 20, Goal = 1000, ai(i) = 0.5, ae{i) = 0.5
companies match the pledges of its employees. When the percentage changes from 10%
to 50% of the total agents, the pledging process becomes faster (Figure 16. shows when
goal is much smaller than the community capability, and Figure 17. shows when the goal
is around or higher than the community capability). The dotted line in the figures shows
the process without company match.
In Figure 17., even though the goals cannot be met in all cases, when the percentage
increases, the campaign will converge to a higher value.
Since the agents have combined motivation of both types 1 and 6, the accumulating
process is similar to campaigns with only pure type 1 agents. Type 6 motivation makes the
process faster or converge to a relatively higher value. Figure 18. shows how the campaign
period L affects the campaign process. The dashed lines show the process without type 6
motivation. The solid lines are the processes with both types 1 and 6 motivations.
3.7

Type 7 Agents

If there is a challenge, the total pledge must be higher than the one without the challenge,
so the goal is more easily achieved. Figure 19. shows three cases when ai{i) = 0.5,
ar^i) = 0.5, L = 50, and 10% of the time periods have a challenge, and compares them
to the case when only ai{i) — 0.5(the solid line in the figure). We considered three cases
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Figure 19: ai{i) = 0.5, a-r{i) = 0.5, n = 1000, Goal = 2000, L = 50, C7 = 0.5, Challenge=50
for the timing of the five challenges: they are set at the beginning of the campaign (the
dash-dot line), they are set randomly throughout the campaign (the dotted lines), and
they are set at the end of the campaign (the dashed line). The results show that if the
challenges are set consecutively at the beginning of the campaign, then the goal is achieved
very fast. If the challenges are set at the end of the campaign, then the total donation
amount increases much slower.
Except for the last iteration, the campaign with challenges at the end (the dashed
line) actually tracks the type 1 process with a\{i) = 0.5. For other campaigns shown
in Figure 19., the processes before the first challenges are on the same track as type 1
process. Once there is a challenge, the processes change by a big jump. The campaign of
dotted line 1 has randomly generated challenge periods in iterations 5, 13, 36, 37, and 48.
The campaign is finished just after iteration 36, hence only challenges in iterations 5,13
and 36 have effect on the campaign process. Process with dotted line 2 has a challenge at
iteration 14 before its goal is met; its other challenges were not used because they were
generated in iterations that were after the end of the campaigns. The matching limits for
all challenge periods were the same 50 units. It is interesting to notice that after pledges
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Figure 20; n = 1000, Goal = 2000, L = 30, ax = 0.5, ag = 0-5 G-Gift varies from 2 to
15.
jump during a challenge period, the campaign process goes back gradually to the same
track if there were no challenge at all, until another challenge is announced. If we want
to announce challenges, it is the best if the challenges are presented consecutively.
3.8

Type 8 Agents

No agent has pure type 8 motivation. When an agent has partial type 8 motivation, and
his/her calculated pledge is close to a threshold for receiving a gift, he/she might increase
his/her pledge. The solid lines in Figure 20. are the results of experiments with various
values of the threshold, which is denoted by G-Gift. The dotted line shows the result
when agents have only type 1 motivation. Clearly, the processes with too high or too
low threshold values have no effect on the campaign compared to pure type 1 agents. A
reasonable threshold value will make the campaign reach its goal and end earlier.
3.9

Mixed Motivations

It is interesting to see how the organizer can manipulate the campaign process by company
matching, challenges and gifts and make it finish earlier. In the experiments shown in
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Figure 21: n = 1000, Goal = 2000, L = 30.
Figure 21., all agents in the community are mixtures of five types of motivations: types
1, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The personahty coefficients for these types are selected equally: ai{i) =
as{i) = ae{i) = ar(i) = as(i) = 0.2. The solid line shows the process when the organizer
had no manipulation, and the agents had only motivations 1 and 5. The campaign was
not successful, and at the end of the campaign length, 99.89% of the goal was met. The
dash-dot line shows the process when a gift was offered for a pledge of at least 10 units.
The campaign goal already was met at iteration 29. The pledged amounts increased in
the middle part of the campaign. The campaign gift did not have much of an effect at
the beginning and at the end of the campaign. The matching funds from their companies
increased the agents' probability to pledge and also significantly increased the total pledged
amount. In the experiment, we assumed that 30% of agents had their companies double
their pledges. The dotted line shows that with company matching, the campaign ended
15 periods earlier than the scheduled deadline. Even with company matching, the pledge
accumulating process slowed down gradually, however a breakthrough of the process can
be observed in the figure (dashed line) by using challenges. There were two challenges at
iterations 1 and 10 in the dashed line process. From this experiment, it is very clear that
an organizer must plan and design the campaign carefully in order to be successful.
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4

Conclusions

From our simulation results, we can draw the following conclusions. Whether a campaign
will be successful or not largely depends on the community's pledging capability, which is
the sum of the maximum possible amounts of pledges by all individuals. When examining
the effect of selecting a campaign goal, we considered two main cases: pledging capability
was much larger than the campaign goal or lower than the campaign goal. The campaign
goal should be chosen reasonably. If it is higher than the community's pledging capability,
then the campaign goal will never be met no matter how the organizer designs and manip
ulates the campaign and the process will always converge to a specific lower limit. Even if
the goal is chosen a little lower than the pledging capability, then the goal still cannot be
met because of free-riding, small personality coefficients (or insufficient motivation), etc.
However, if the goal is selected much lower than the pledging capability, then the goal
can be met before the campaign scheduled deadline, and a shorter campaign length will
achieve the goal sooner. A long campaign length is not recommended for a community
with pure type 1 agents; it will make the pledge accumulating process slow. The number
of agents reflects the pledging capability of the community. A community with a large
number of agents has a high pledging capability. When a campaign organizer has no idea
about the community pledging capability, then the number of regular listeners can give
a hint. When the pledge accumulation slows down, announcing a short-term goal, or an
nouncing a challenge may be a good idea to have a breakthrough. For a short-term goal,
if there is a big jump in the pledged amount right after an announcement was made, it can
be concluded that there is a large number of people who care about short-term goals and
want to help right away (high initial probability). Therefore, the short-term period can
be set at only a few iterations, or the organizers can consider increasing the short-term
goal in the next short-term period. Unsuccessful short-term goals show insufficient type
2 motivation in the community and tell the organizers to decrease the short-terms goals
or give up announcing them. A challenge period is another way to make a breakthrough,
consecutive challenge periods are more effective than separated single challenge periods.
Setting a challenge in the first iteration of the campaign results in a boost at the begin
ning. A boost or a jump in a single challenge period cannot have long term effect because
the process will go back to the track of the similar process without challenge. Campaign
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gifts give the contributors the feehng of recognition and also can increase pledged amounts
in the middle of the campaign period. The incensement is smaller compared to challenges
and short-term goals. The threshold for giving gifts should not be too high or too low,
it has to be reasonable. Announcing contributors' names is also a good way to stimulate
pledges. The organizer has to notice that lower thresholds for announcements cannot
increase the pledged amount significantly.
Except manipulating the campaign process, the campaign organizers should also have
good relationships with large companies, so they will establish matching funds for their
employees.
Some further phenomena can be also observed in our simulation. Free-riders among the
potential contributors are actually those who otherwise feel guilty for not giving. These
kind of people will have a high probability to pledge at the end of the campaign period.
People who feel good for helping public goods, however, have very high probability to
pledge at the very beginning of the campaign.
Some of our results and conclusions are similar to those obtained during economic
experiments or can be supported by observations during real campaigns. Our findings can
also be used for experiment design and serve as suggestions for radio station campaign
designers. Further mixtures of different motivations and the dependence of the results on
model parameters will be the subject of our future work.
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